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A tale of trust
Consumer perception is mixed, but it’s still a call to 
action

By Rick Polito

Trust is a block, even a cornerstone, 
in the foundation of any industry. 
In supplements, it is the founda-

tion.
That foundation, NBJ consumer re-

search suggests, has some cracks. Whether 
they spread, or the mortar weakens, be-

comes the biggest shadow darkening the in-
dustry today.  How that foundation can be 
strengthened becomes the biggest question.

But the troubling nature of the re-
sults cannot be questioned at all.

NBJ and New Hope Network sur-
veyed 500 people. Among the most trou-
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COVER STORY CONTINUED

LETTER FROM NBJ: THE SLIPPERY TIGHTROPE 
 
The supplement industry is far from monolithic. On matters of science 

it can seem downright schizophrenic.
For many consumers, and a good number of industry pioneers, 

supplements stand as an alternative to pharma, a crusade for natural vs. 
synthetic, alternative medicine in tie dye vs those scientist guys in the 
white lab coats who work harder for profit than health.

At the same time, defending against “snake oil” charges means 
bringing in science. Science will prove that supplements provide benefit. 
Science will build trust. Science will show customers that the industry is 
competent and reliable.

Can you tie dye a white lab coat?
Will you turn off the natural-is-good co-op crowd when you step 

out from the macramé curtain? Can you deliver on benefits if you don’t 
deliver on science? It’s not a slippery slope. It’s a slippery tightrope walk 
with a tangled net on both sides.

But it’s a tightrope that must be walked.
Very carefully.
Last week came news that Bayer was out to buy Monsanto. Shop-

pers are more likely to equate Bayer with OTC drugs than supplements, 
but the mega-corporation is a giant in the nutrition industry. Indeed, 
they soundly beat the FTC in court last year and won a major victory for 
supplement makers.

They have the kind of science that can build mountains of trust and 
the marketing forces to keep that science from looking too pharma.

But Monsanto? The dark engine of GMO bent on making industrial 
agriculture even more industrial? That’s the kind of science that consum-
ers looking for natural alternatives abhor. It’s even the kind of science 
that will draw a cringe from consumers who might be Googling clinical 
trials for science-backed solutions.

In a world of often incongruous consolidation, this could be the odd-
est of couplings.

It’s difficult to see such a deal adding any good momentum to the 
argument for science in supplements. If anything, it makes the tightrope 
slipperier, and steeper.

That tightrope walk is central to one of the industry’s greatest chal-
lenges. Supplements present themselves as a player in health care, but 
where they stand in relation to pharma needs to be more clearly defined. 
Do supplements make consumers generally healthier or do they wink and 
nod their way past DSHEA restrictions and at the very least help people 
avoid disease. Is it complimentary medicine or alternative medicine? 

Settling on a story and telling it well is vital.
Telling it while avoiding the glare of the FDA gets 

trickier as more science is woven into the narrative. 
The way forward is clear. It’s just complicated.

So pull on that tie-dye lab coat. And step onto the 
tight rope.

  Rick Polito
 NBJ Editor in Chief

bling responses for supplements was its 
ranking among various industries and 
professions. The question was posed as 
“how trustworthy are the following in-
dustries or institutions?”

Supplements did not fare well.
Respondents rated its trustworthiness 

above only big business and Congress. Only 
39 percent rated supplement makers trust-
worthy or extremely trustworthy. Nobody 
paying attention would expect supplements 
to wedge into the upper rungs with police 
and small business owners, but to see the 
supplement industry ranked below broad-
cast news, and more importantly, pharma-
ceuticals, is troubling indeed.

What it tells Extreme Trust author Mar-
tha Rogers is that the industry needs some-
thing like a bucket of cold water thrown in 
its face. It could be just the beginning. Trust 
was a marketing mission before. With con-
sumers getting access to more information 
than at any time in history, trust has to be 
a reality built into every link in the supply 
chain and every step in the manufacturing 
process. Fail that test, says Rogers, and “the 
age of transparency means that (the in-
dustry’s trustworthy ranking) will be lower 
than this sooner or later.”

Tipping point?
Indeed, the numbers suggest a certain 

precariousness to the public’s trust. Just 47 
percent of supplement users think the in-
dustry has strict control of what is in their 
products. Only half think the industry fol-
lows strict regulations. Worse yet, the share 
of supplement users that think supplements 
are safe because supplement makers are fol-
lowing strict quality and testing guidelines 
is just 39 percent.A troubling 59 percent 
think there could be undisclosed ingredi-
ents in their supplements.

Those numbers aren’t necessarily tip-
ping points, but they certainly look like 
tipping points.

Whatever they look like, they suggest 
urgency to GNC CEO Mike Archbold. In 
November Archbold and GNC announced 
an industry coalition to establish safety 
standards and proposed a product data-
base and mandatory GMP certification to 
make it onto GNC shelves. He wants to 
see more action and less discussion. “When 
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do we need to do it? To me, it’s right now,” 
Archbold says. “This can’t be a multi-year 
protracted process for us to get there.” 
Too much of the discussion, Archbold 
complains, has been inside the industry. 
The story, coupled with concrete action, 
has to go out to the public. “There might 
be those in the industry who would say we 
already do this and we’re good. Well, if the 
consumer doesn’t believe it then, that’s the 
realty. Consumer perception is reality.”

That perception sounds a complicated 
alarm. Only 43 percent believe the industry 
has clear and honest motives, and 45 per-
cent think the industry is honest and up-
front about product benefits. At the same 
time, an incongruous 68 percent think the 
industry is continuously trying to make 
those products more effective, and 66 per-
cent believe the industry is trying to im-
prove the quality of ingredients. Slightly 
fewer, 64 percent, believe the industry is 
attempting to make products safer.

Those results may be mixed, but they are 
also encouraging, Rogers says. Making the 
industry better is better for every manufac-
turer, she says. If people believe the effort is 

real, they may accept more of the good news 
the industry can share. Referring to the 50 
percent of consumers who think the indus-
try follows strict regulations, Rogers con-
tends that “if we could get that number up to 
90 …,” trustworthiness would be “a given.” 

“In a perfect world, it’s not even a differ-
entiator anymore,” Roger says.

That benefits the whole industry, with 
the companies leading the effort possibly 
benefitting the most, Rogers says. Leaders in 
transparency and trust are going to be recog-
nized and with recognition comes familiar-
ity. That familiarity is a valuable commodity. 
“One of the things that we learn in commu-
nication is that familiarity all by itself makes 
people feel better about something,” Rogers 
says, offering the scenario of a small town 
with three restaurants, one of which has a 
billboard on the highway. Stop for a meal 
and “the one that you saw the billboard for is 
probably the one you will go into because at 
least you’ve heard of it before.”

Tying familiarity to high profile efforts 
at industry-wide reform creates a powerful 
combination and offers a spot on the first 
wave in a rising tide that could grow the 

entire industry.

Collective dysfunction
Peter Wennstrom at the Healthy Mar-

keting Team agrees with the potential for 
the rising tide but says the effort that drives 
it has to be tidal itself. It can’t be one com-
pany trumpeting its efforts. It has to be the 
whole industry working together or even 
category leaders doing the heavy lifting 
without emphasizing their brands. Several 
companies are in a position to do that, he 
says. It’s to the industry’s benefit, and to 
their own. “If the cake grows and you are 
the market leader, then of course your share 
grows the most.”

That doesn’t make it simple. Wenn-
strom’s company has a global focus, and 
he sees mistrust of supplements in most 
markets. He just sees it more in the U.S. 
customers. “It’s a bigger problem in the 
U.S. because you have bigger villains there,” 
Wennstrom says, referring to American’s 
mega-corporation business culture. He also 
observes an endemic case of paranoia. “you 
always suspect there are schemes and plans 
behind your back.”

HOW TRUSTWORTHY ARE THE FOLLOWING INDUSTRIES OR INSTITUTIONS?

Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016. Percentage of respondents who answered “Trustworthy or Extremely Trustworthy”
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Part of the answer, Wennstrom believes, 
is emphasizing quality of ingredients over 
claims. The battle for claim supremacy has 
“commoditized” a market that should be 
built on quality and integrity, Wennstrom 
says. Though NBJ data suggest brands 
can have a significant trustability advan-

tage—67 percent rate premium brands as 
trustworthy or extremely trustworthy—
Wennstrom doesn’t see the relationship be-

tween brand and customer as exceptionally 
strong in supplements. He recalls a study 
that looked at the strength of the relation-
ships between customers and brands that 
ranked supplements against other catego-
ries. “Batteries have a stronger relationship 
than supplements in the U.S.,” he says.

Promoting quality over claim, Wenn-
strom says, is the way to bake that bigger 
cake. It can’t be companies promoting their 

brand over others either. Telling the quali-
ty story across the whole industry is “not 
cheap,” he says, but it’s essential. “If you don’t 
get your act together, your cake shrinks.”

Signed and sealed
For Rogers, the quality story has to be 

written in shorthand. That could be the re-
tailer—“I depend on Whole Foods to kind 
of pre-screen stuff for me”—but she would 
like to see it right on the label. She is sur-
prised that third-party certification made 
so little difference for survey respondents 
but says the story has to be told quickly and 
simply. “If we were able to give them one 
clear thing that made it possible for them 
to know the difference between ‘This one’s 
ok and this one might not be ok,’ that’s all 
we are going to be able to teach people.”

The NBJ survey respondents ranked 
third party certifications or seals second 
to last among attributes that drove their 
supplement purchases, just above sales or 
promotions. For Rogers that means the ed-
ucation effort has not been well developed.

SUPPLEMENT USERS’ TRUST LEVEL COMPARED TO TWO YEARS AGO

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

Supplement Users Trust Level Compared to two years ago
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“There might be those in the industry 

who would say we already do this and 

we’re good. Well, if the consumer doesn’t 

believe it, then that’s the realty,”

Mike Archbold, GNC
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That’s part of what Michael O’Hara at 
Underwriters Laboratory is seeing. UL is 
developing an information system to al-
low customers, retailers and manufacturers 
to see, among other thing, what’s in the 
products and where it was sourced. UL is 

famous for its seal, but no seal is planned.
Perhaps people don’t base decisions on 

the seals because they don’t know what they 
mean, O’Hara contends. Whatever the rea-
son, the seals have not changed the game. 

“Some of these programs have been around 
for 12 plus years. Have they solved the 
problem that the industry is facing? I don’t 
know,” O’Hara says. “It doesn’t seem like it.”

O’Hara says UL’s information platform 
plan, that may happen in conjunction with 

the Council for Responsible Nutrition’s 
registry or GNC’s database, could offer 
deeper information more appropriate to a 
digital age. “It’s a new story to tell,” he says.

Whatever happens, O’Hara says, it has to 

be industry wide. “If it is companies across the 
industry that support that, you’ve got many 
different channels to promote the good work. 
you’ve got more hands to pull and push.”

That fits Archbold’s thinking. Having 
every product in a registry or database 
showcases credibility. “That’s a giant leap 
forward,” he says. It’s also part of a new 
storyline for building trust. The story has 
to be true and it has to be told. Steps have 
been taken, but pushing the tipping point 
in the other direction will mean more 
work, and more voices telling the story. 

Nobody is going to listen to that story 
when it’s just a plan, Archbold says. That’s 
merely a conversation inside the industry. 
It only becomes a story when it becomes 
true, when it goes beyond intention into 
evidence and action.

The time to get started was years ago. 
The time to lean in is right now, he says.

“Change is coming,” Archbold says. 
“And the best way to deal with it to initiate 
that change.”  

RESPONDENTS’ AGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT TRUST

Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016. Percentage of those who answered Agree or Strongly Agree
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Building Trust:  
Improve and promote 
regulations and guidelines
Industry leaders roll out plans to make supply chain more trustworthy 

On June 22, 2007, FDA Commis-
sioner Andrew C. von Eschenbach 
announced a set of long-awaited 

guidelines governing how dietary supple-
ment manufacturers must operate. When 
fully implemented, he boldly promised, 
the new Good Manufacturing Practic-
es (cGMPs) would “ensure the quality of 
dietary supplements so consumers can be 
confident that the products they purchase 
contain what’s on the label.” 

But nine years later, that confidence has 
failed to materialize. 

According to NBJ’s trust survey, fewer 
than half of supplement users understand 
that the industry is regulated at all, and 
only 47 percent trust it “has good con-
trol” over its supply chain. Only 39 percent 
think supplements “follow strict quality 
and testing guidelines.” The Ny Attorney 
General’s highly-publicized (and largely 
debunked) 2015 allegations of widespread 

“misbranding and adulteration” of herbal 
supplements doesn’t appear to have eroded 
industry-wide trust further—the number 
of people who say they trust the industry 
less than they did two years ago is not large. 
But it definitely didn’t help. So in order to 
nurture that fragile trust, and raise the bar 
on quality, industry leaders are rolling out a 
host of new guidelines aimed at picking up 
where GMPs leave off.

“We have GMPs in place for how our 

SUPPLEMENT USERS’ THOUGHTS ON QUALITY AND REGULATIONS  
IN THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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products need to be manufactured, but 
what is missing is a single document that 
defines for our raw material suppliers what 
processes and procedures they should fol-
low,” says Guru Ramanathan, PhD, chief 
innovation officer for GNC.

To address that gap, GNC has already 
radically changed the way it does business. 
(See case study). And the American Herb-
al Products Association has convened a 
broad coalition of farmers, handlers, dis-
tributors, extraction houses, ingredient 
suppliers and brands to craft a new set 
of Raw Material Good Agricultural & 

Manufacturing Practices (GACPs), which 
govern what happens long before an in-
gredient shipment arrives at the factory 
door. “We are trying to look at every stage, 
all the way back to the seed,” says AHPA 
President Michael McGuffin.

It’s not about creating new laws, he says. 
DSHEA (which called for GMPs) and the 
Food Safety Modernization Act already 
did that. Rather, it’s about swiftly clarifying 
what they mean to each player, from the one 
who plants the seed to the ones that harvest 
it, move it, and process it. “For instance, it’s 
already required that you not sell moldy 

food. We just articulated that you have to, 
in post-harvest handling, avoid heat and 
moisture build-up so you don’t damage the 
crop,” says McGuffin, who expects to pres-
ent the guidelines later this year. 

Meanwhile, at a time when FDA can’t 
keep up on audits to assure manufactur-
ers are complying with those decade-old 
cGMPS, the Global Retailer and Manu-
facturer Alliance is developing a standard 
roadmap for all third-party inspectors to 
follow, so retailers can be confident their 
manufacturers are compliant, even if the 
government hasn’t gotten to them yet.

CONSUMER TRUST IN SUPPLEMENTS COMPARED TO TWO YEARS AGO

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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The Council for Responsible Nutri-
tion also plans to launch a new supple-
ment registry this year, which will allow 
regulators, retailers, and consumers to 
look up a finished product and see pre-
cisely what’s in it, where its ingredients 
came from, and how they were handled 
every step of the way.

In the end, says CRN President Steve 
Mister, the brands will be the big winners.

“Right now, the buck stops with the 
company whose name is on the label, but 
that is not where it all starts,” he says, not-
ing that brand-holders are ultimately re-
sponsible if their product is compromised. 
“Having these standards out there gives 
them something they can impose on their 
supply chains and say ‘Look. This is where 
the industry is going. If you want to deal 
with me, you have to comply.”

Case study
In February, 2015, N.y. A.G. Eric 

Schneiderman sent a cease and desist letter 
to four retailers, including GNC, inform-
ing them that DNA fingerprinting tests 
showed their products were fraudulently 
labeled. The media black-eye was colossal, 
with news outlets declaring that retailers 
were swapping “cheap fillers and house 
plants” for expensive herbs. The $2.6 billion 
retailer cried foul, presenting 70,000 pages 
of documents showing that other tried-
and-true testing methods confirmed they’d 
followed the law. Within two months, 
Schneiderman conceded, and GNC re-
stocked its shelves.

But in a move that surprised and an-
gered many, GNC agreed to change the 
way it does things anyway. 

“Even though GNCs products were fully 
vindicated, it was clear that consumer per-
ception of dietary supplements was hurt,” 
says Ramanathan. “There was a perception 
that there was something insufficient about 
the processes the industry was following.”

GNC, which is also a manufactur-
er, swiftly sat down with its raw material 
suppliers and laid down some new ground 
rules: From now on, DNA fingerprinting 
would be added to their testing proto-

col to confirm plant identity early in the 
supply chain (before processing which 
can damage or remove genetic material). 
Testing for allergens and pesticides would 
be augmented. And they would have to 
show proof, from independent certifiers, 
that their manufacturing practices at every 
stage followed the law.

In February, GNC executives distrib-
uted a 58-page blueprint outlining its new 
requirements and urging the industry to 
follow suit (AHPA, which did much of the 
legwork GNC based its guidelines on, took 
it from there). 

Next up, GNC plans to launch a media 
campaign to educate consumers that, yes, 
the industry is regulated and showcase all 
the things it’s doing to give those regula-
tions more teeth.

One take-away lesson from recent 
months, says Ramanathan: When industry 
is proactive about clarifying its own regula-
tions, change can happen fast. It took years 
for the government to roll out cGMps. “We 
got all of this done in a few months.”

Talking points for retailers:
 » Educate your shoppers on the regulations and procedures to ensure safety in 
supplements

 » Explain what different certifications and seals mean

 » Curate your product offerings to highlight brands making the greatest effort 
at transparency and industry-wide reform

Talking points for brands
 » Make sure your manufacturing facility is independently certified as compliant 
with GMPs

 » If you haven’t already, submit your product labels to the National Institutes of 
Health Office of Dietary Supplements Label Database. As of this year, all CRN 
members must do so

 » Once the product label registry goes live, make sure you get your product 
listed

“Having these standards out there gives 

them something they can impose on 

their supply chains and say ‘Look. This is 

where the industry is going. If you want 

to deal with me, you have to comply.” 

Steve Mister, Council for Responsible Nutrition
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Building Trust:  
Ensure claims and benefits are 
honest and substantiated
In age of consumer distrust and government scrutiny, science-backed claims are key

When Najla Guthrie launched 
KGK Clinical Trial Centers 
in Ontario, Canada, in 1997, 

North American dietary supplement mak-
ers were not exactly pounding down her 
door for her services. Many companies 
were happily getting by on folkloric tales of 
efficacy, small animal studies, and endorse-

ments from satisfied users. 
“At the time, our industry didn’t feel 

like it needed any scientific backing,” says 
Guthrie, whose company helps supple-
ment-makers design research programs. 
“They thought testimonials were enough, 
and for a long time, they were.”

Twenty years later, the company is en-

joying unprecedented interest from U.S. 
clients eager to win the trust of an increas-
ingly sophisticated public and dodge the 
arrow of more scrutinizing regulators. “We 
definitely have seen a change in the right 
direction,” she says. “There are a lot more 
companies committed to making sure that 
the claims they are making are truthful.”

SUPPLEMENT USERS’ THOUGHTS ON PRODUCT CLAIMS

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

Supplement Users Thoughts on Product Claims
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According to NBJ’s trust survey, con-
sumers aren’t convinced yet.  Fewer than 
half believe supplement claims are honest 
and backed by science. And judging by 
FTC and FDA caseloads, the industry has 
a long way to go. In 2015, the Food and 
drug Administration issued 80 warning let-
ters to dietary supplement manufacturers, 
53 of them accused of claiming they can 
treat or cure diseases (which is prohibited 
under DSHEA). The FTC has also been 
busy, calling out everyone from ingredient 

supplier DSM to supplement-makers Bay-
er and POM Wonderful for making claims 
the agency didn’t believe were sufficiently 
backed by science. As recently as 2013, a 
government study of 127 supplements pur-
chased at retail found that zero of the struc-
ture/function claims on labels were sub-
stantiated to the degree regulators advise. 

Attorney Marc Ullman says things have 
definitely gotten better in recent years. But 
he still runs across well-meaning but naïve 
supplement companies that don’t realize 

what constitutes a solid claim. “A six-day 
mouse study is not going to do the trick 
anymore,” he says. “If you want to claim 
that something is ‘clinically proven,’ you 
need a clinical trial in humans.”

In the end, honest, detailed claims will 
not only serve as insurance if regulators 
come knocking, they’ll also assure that the 
consumer gets what he or she expects out of 
the product. Every time that happens, their 
trust in supplements is likely to rise just a 
little more.

HOW TRUSTWORTHY IS THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY?

Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016. Percentage of those answering Trusthworthy or Extremely Trustworthy
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Case study: Kemin Industries
Before ingredient-maker Kemin In-

dustries designed a clinical trial of its 
new brain-health ingredient Neumentix, 
it spent seven years and $3 million dollars 
on research. 

First, plant biologists screened thou-
sands of lines of spearmint to come up 
with a patent-pending variety that had the 
molecular profile they were looking for. 

Then, in-house scientists worked with re-
searchers at St. Louis University to study 
how the compound influenced brain activ-
ity in mice. Next came a small human trial 
to test safety and then Kemin forked over 
another $1.5 million for a randomized, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled study 
looking at 90 healthy men and women age 
50-to-70 for 90 days.

The results of that trial, soon to be 
published in a peer-reviewed journal, 
were impressive: subjects in the 900 mg 
per day treatment group saw as much as 
a 15 percent improvement in working 
memory (On average, adults see their 
working memory decline by about 10 
percent annually after age 30). Some 
enthusiastic marketers might have been 
tempted to run with it, heralding that 
the ingredient can “give you back the 
memory you had 10 years ago!”

But Kemin didn’t bite. “We would nev-
er say that. It’s just not that simple,” says 
cognitive neuroscientist Brenda Fonseca, 

technical services manager for Kemin’s 
cognition platform.

Instead, Kemin runs every word about 
the product—from the suggested claim 
sheets it provides manufacturer clients to 
the explanations and mechanism-of-ac-
tion videos on its consumer-facing web-
site—through a “permission to publish” 
process. The regulatory, scientific, and 
marketing departments all chime in. It 

also provides study references for every 
claim and posts the full text on its website.

 “Today’s consumers are very educat-
ed and are willing to do a lot more re-

search than in the past,” says Fonseca. 
“We put all the science out there for 
them so they can put it in the right con-
text for themselves.”

 Talking points for retailers
 » Ask your brand partners if they have studied the final product–not merely 
relied upon science by ingredient-makers to back up their claims

 » If claims on the label look to good to be true, they probably are

Talking points for ingredient-makers and brands
 » When designing a study, make sure the study population is appropriate and 
the end-points can be used legally in the claim.

 » Bring scientists, lawyers, and the marketing department together to hash out 
every claim

 » Remember that consumer testimonials made via Facebook, Instagram, and 
Twitter count as claims too and are regulated as such

“A six-day mouse study is not going to 

do the trick anymore. If you want to 

claim that something is ‘clinically proven’ 

you need a clinical trial in humans,” 

Marc Ullman, Rivkin Radler, LL
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Building Trust: Promote ingredient 
transparency
For supplement brands, finding the right show-and-tell balance is key 

In an industry that exists on the belief 
that the food we’re eating doesn’t deliv-
er enough nutrition, it’s alarming that 

more than half of consumers believe their 
supplements might not either. It may not 
be that dire—at least not from a nutrition-
al standpoint—but our survey does reveal 
majority mistrust when it comes to full 
disclosure, honesty and the industry’s latest 
battle cry: transparency.  

“The trouble with transparency is, who 
sets the guidelines for it?” says Gillian 
Christie, founder and CEO of commu-
nications firm Christie and Company. 

Beyond guidelines, the notion of transpar-
ency lacks focus. “It could be everything 
from being transparent about your sourc-
es, the formulations, the science.” She lists 
other transparencies: environmental and 
social impact, history, ownership, com-
petitors. “What I feel is happening with 
transparency now is that it became a buzz-
word with no definition.” 

That becomes dangerous, she con-
tinues, “because if you have formulated 
something as a supplement and you de-
cide you want to be transparent, which of 
those seven doors is not going to open 

a door to a competitor who may want 
to acquire that section of the market [in 
which] you feel your transparency has 
made yours a better product.” 

When it comes to ingredient trans-
parency, then, it may be a fine line be-
tween how much to know and how much 
to tell. Furthermore, Christie asks, “How 
much do [consumers] want to know? Do 
they want to know all that, or do they just 
want it to work?” 

“We’ve been in the business for 40 years 
working with organic agriculture, and we’ve 
written the rules from a compliance and 

SUPPLEMENT USERS’ THOUGHTS ON INGREDIENT TRANSPARENCY

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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regulatory standpoint for certified organic, 
so transparency is something we’ve known 
and done for many, many years,” says Luke 
Blotsky, managing partner and CEO of 
Global Organics Group. “We have intel-
lectual clinical studies, we have intellectual 
property and we are involved with associ-
ations from kosher, GRAS—it’s GRAS 
affirmed and it’s an FDA facility—so it’s a 
safe product to take.”

Their GlyDe® D is a blood sugar bal-
ancing supplement based on their propri-

etary vegetable-derived mineral complex 
Totala. “With regard to the minerals,” 
he continues, “it’s probably irrelevant 
to [consumers]; they just want to know 
what the results are.”  

On the matter of undisclosed ingredi-
ents, Brotsky is succinct: “Undisclosed?” he 
says. “So, cheating. We call it cheating.”

In most cases, setting specific guide-
lines, thoroughly cataloguing verifications 
and demonstrating a willingness to open 
up is sufficient. Brotsky lists certificates 

of analysis, MSDS, sourcing records. “We 
have publications, we have patents,” says 
Brotsky. “We open our doors to inspec-
tion, and we bring customers to our fa-
cility. Half the time we’re doing tours, so 
they can see how we’re doing it.”

Case study:
“With knowledge comes empower-

ment. With empowerment there is a re-
newed sense of awareness. With aware-
ness comes the ability to make healthy 

HERBS AND BOTANICALS SALES AND GROWTH, 2005-2017E

Source: Nutrition Business Journal ($mil., consumer)
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choices,” reads Gaia Herbs’ introduction 
to its Meet your Herbs program. Gaia is 
a leader in herbal supplement ingredient 
transparency. Indeed, their maca powder 
won a New Hope Network Nexty Award 

for Transparency at this year’s Expo West.
Their program goes beyond trans-

parency and traceability, they continue, 
“allowing you to truly experience the vi-
brancy, passion and wonder of your herbs 
outside of the bottle.” 

To take the company up on this, con-
sumers can go to meetyourherbs.com and 
enter an herb id provided on the product 
label. From there, users can explore basics 
from supplement facts and salient features 
to descriptions, photos and “how it works” 
discussions of each herb in a given blend. 
Certificates are on display verifying poten-
cy, integrity (the what it’s got part: noting 
responsible sourcing, correct extraction 
technology and ideal concentration meth-
ods) and purity (the what it’s not: denoting 
products are free of heavy metals, microbial 
and pesticide contamination).  

Generalized descriptions of farming 
practices are available, too, and explorations 
of topics like seed, science and more, all in a 
visually satisfying presentation. 

But the website is just a pretty win-
dow into a rigorous program that started 
with significant investment in their own 

farms—growing at home on their 250 acre 
farm in Brevard, North Carolina as well as 
on 100 acres in Costa Rica. Beyond that, 
Gaia takes their partner supplier relation-
ships very seriously, auditing facilities and 

using HPLC and DNA testing on incom-
ing herbal shipments. 

Overall, the depth, breadth and profes-
sionalism of its Meet your Herbs program 
has seated Gaia as a pioneer of the open 
book, setting a high bar for an industry vy-
ing for evermore consumer trust. 

Talking points for retailers
 » Know your brands and demand a thorough program of verification—even if 
it’s not visible to your customer

 » Build your own integrity by publicizing the importance of transparency that 
you expect of suppliers

Talking points for brands
 » Set guidelines for ethical and scientific standards and stay true to those  
guidelines

 » Document and verify

 » When it comes time to share beyond what is required, ensure what you’re 
sharing is relevant to the consumer and the product benefits

Overall, the depth, breadth and 

professionalism of its Meet Your 

Herbs program has seated Gaia as a 

pioneer of the open book, setting 

a high bar for an industry vying 

for evermore consumer trust.
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Building trust:  
partner with trusted sources
Trained professionals give consumers confidence

When it comes to information 
about supplements, even ded-
icated supplement users have 

doubts. Only half believe science backs up 
supplement claims, with fewer trusting in-
dustry transparency about claims, ingredi-
ents, and test results. 

For consumers seeking information, 
nutritionists and conventional healthcare 
providers garner significantly more trust 
than any other source. In NBJ consumer 
research, nutritionists take a marginal yet 
nevertheless notable lead, with trust lev-
els relatively constant across generations. 
That’s great news to brands in the practi-
tioner channel, but it presents great oppor-

tunities in other channels, too. 
Consumers are hungry for reliable 

supplement science and that hunger is 
not being met by news sources or alterna-
tive medicine practitioners, both of which 
were trumped by friends and family. That 
means consumers are likely foraging far 
afield for the information they crave, but 
PubMed abstracts don’t offer much con-
sumer-friendly information: without inter-
pretation, scientific research can be about 
as enticing as a raw rutabaga. Consumers 
may be hungry for supplement science, but 
they’re more likely to get that information 
if brands prepare and arrange the ingredi-
ents for easy consumption.

In his work in regulatory affairs and 
business development with Roche Vita-
mins, Ian Newton, managing director of 
Ceres Consulting, considers distilling 
complex science essential to successful 
marketing. “Take that up-to-date scientific 
knowledge and move it in a form that is 
accessible and understandable by marketers 
and consumers,” Newton says. 

Start by cultivating relationships with 
unbiased researchers, Newton suggests, then 
connect them—and the newest science—
with nutritionists and other healthcare pro-
fessionals at conferences. Follow up with 
white papers that can be understood and used 
by marketers and, ultimately, consumers. 

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING SOURCES DO YOU CONSIDER TRUSTWORTHY WHEN IT 
COMES TO GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY?

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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Brands should also note that research is 
no longer solely the domain of professional 
scientists. As availability of patient-ordered 
testing spreads, consumers are becoming 
citizen scientists, conducting their own in-
dividualized, personal research projects and 
looking to science-based professionals for 
guidance interpreting their data.

Consumer trust in nutritionists re-
flects what Michael Stroka, executive 
director of Board for Certification of 
Nutrition Specialist, sees  happening. 
“Demand is bubbling up from the pub-
lic,” Stroka says. “Science-based clinical 
nutrition is core to the health of the in-
dividual. People recognize that and are 
increasingly demanding clinical profes-
sionals to cut through the clutter of in-
formation.”

Obviously brands should strive to con-
nect with nutritionists, but Stroka also sees 

a tremendous opportunity for retailers to 
cultivate partnerships with nutritionists. 
He suggests meeting consumers’ demand 
for information with in-store nutritionists. 
Given millennials’ preference for the natu-
ral channel and trust in the supplement in-

dustry, forward-thinking retailers with staff 
nutritionists could deliver the 21st century 
answer to last century’s friendly neighbor-
hood pharmacist: a scientifically trained 
expert to dispense nutrition advice and rec-
ommend supplements. 

HOW LIKELY ARE YOU TO RECOMMEND SUPPLEMENTS TO A FRIEND OR FAMILY MEMBER

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

How likely are you to recommend supplements to a friend or family member
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science-based professionals for 

guidance interpreting their data.
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Case Study: Thorne Research
As a supplement business rooted in the 

practitioner channel, Thorne Research 
recognizes both the importance of sound 
science and the value of consumer-trusted 
sources—whether partnering with one or 
striving to be one. 

Since the 2010 merger with Diversi-
fied Natural Products, Thorne has pursued 
a vigorous campaign of partnering with 
trusted sources, punctuating a half-doz-
en year timeline with more than a dozen 
trust-strengthening associations. 

Partnerships with players at the core of 
the conventional healthcare arena (cancer 
treatment and cardiovascular) have led to 
the launch of two new product lines that 
support disease treatment while deftly 
avoiding disease claims. Thorne’s long-held 
commitment to quality snared the atten-
tion of European pharmaceutical compa-
ny Helsinn in 2011 when that company 
sought to add nutritional supplements to 
its supportive cancer care products line. 
The resulting OncoQOL™ line launched 
the following year. Thorne’s, TruCardia 
line, which supports cardiovascular health, 
emerged from a partnership with Dr Mark 
Houston at the renowned Hypertension 
Institute. 

On the technology and diagnostics front, 
Thorne has partnered with Itamar Medical 
Ltd, for marketing its devices for cardiovas-
cular health (EndoPAT) and at-home sleep 
(WatchPAT) monitoring. With the 2013 
acquisition of personalized medicine plat-
form provider, WellnessFX, Thorne gained 
a not only a technology partner but also an 
online conduit to bring personalized med-
icine into the mainstream. In January, yet 
another strategic partnership with Petrichor 
Analytics adds at-home testing kits to the 
WellnessFX picture.

Perhaps the most noteworthy part-

nership has been the 2014 agreement for 
clinical trials with Mayo Clinic. A separate 
agreement last year gives Thorne access to 
Mayo’s content for use on its public web-
site. The legitimacy instilled by partners like 
Mayo improves trust with existing custom-
ers and may also make inroads to reaching 
new consumers.

All of these partnerships are leading to 
more partnerships: with distributors. In 
2013, Thorne expanded to China, through a 
joint venture partnership, and marked prac-

titioner shipments to 25 countries. In 2014, 
US distribution expanded and was followed 
a year later with expansion in Canada.

By supporting legitimate research and 
then educating practitioners about it, de-
veloping product lines based on it, and con-
necting consumers with the professional 
expertise and diagnostics, Thorne helps 
customers prove to themselves that the sci-
ence—and more importantly, the supple-
ments—works for them, too. 

Talking Points for Retailers
 » Stock quality brands with a well-established network of trusted partnerships 
and make use of the information those partnerships produce

 » Develop employee education and credentialing to build on millennial trust in 
natural channel

 » Staff in-store nutritionists to up the ante on science-based information from a 
trusted source

Talking Points for Brands
 » Begin at the beginning by partnering with quality ingredient suppliers

 » Build a network of partners: from academic researchers and health profession-
als to retailers and social networks

 » Escort scientific research through a communication process (legitimizing and 
translating to consumer use) that delivers comprehensible, useful and trust-
worthy scientific information to consumers

“Science-based clinical nutrition is core 

to the health of the individual. People 

recognize that and are increasingly 

demanding clinical professionals to cut 

through the clutter of information,” 

Michael Stroka, executive director of Board for Certification of Nutrition Specialists
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Building Trust: Focus on consumer 
communication 
Honesty and authenticity key to improving consumer communications 

Communication is core to a healthy 
relationship. But relationships are 
complicated. And complication 

sometimes leads to a confusing jumble of 
seemingly mixed messages. 

NBJ consumer research suggests that’s 
the case with supplement users. While a 
promising 56 percent believe the industry 
proactively educates, only 46 percent con-
sider industry communications clear and 
easily understood while a worrisome 48 
percent believe the industry actually with-
holds information. Fewer still see product 

claims as transparent, and less than one-
third say the industry proactively commu-
nicates negative news or information. How 
can the industry be doing a relatively good 
job educating at the same moment it’s not 
communicating clearly and withholding 
information?  A clue comes from attitudes 
toward label clarity: 57 percent overall con-
sider labels easy to understand, a number 
that plummets to 30 percent among those 
who don’t trust the industry.

Consumers, particularly brand-loyal 
customers, make a subtle distinction that 

circles back to relationship, says Suzanne 
Shelton, communications consultant at 
The Shelton Group. “There is a difference 
between the supplement ‘industry’ and 
their brand that they trust,” she says. From 
that perspective, the “industry” is the nebu-
lous (and possibly nefarious) corporate en-
tity consumers read about in the New York 
Times. Shelton speculates that consumers 
lacking trust in the “industry” shop price 
point and don’t have a dedicated brand.

Bringing consumers to a brand is all 
about telling a story; an open, honest and 

SUPPLEMENT USERS’ THOUGHTS ON THE COMMUNICATION  
OF NEGATIVE INDUSTRY NEWS

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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always-authentic story.
“Brands need to, overall, build a stronger 

relationship with the consumer, a relation-
ship of trust,” says Jeff Hilton, co-founder 
of health and wellness branding and mar-
keting firm BrandHive. That comes from 
being as transparent and authentic as pos-
sible about sourcing, quality standards, cer-
tifications, etc.”

And companies need to give transpar-
ency more than mere lip service. “If there’s 
something you don’t want to reveal,” Shel-
ton says, “you have to fix it.” And be open 
about it. Consumers are less likely to think 

a company with nothing to hide is with-
holding information. 

For brands, Shelton says, telling their 
story means educating both consumers 
and retailers through a variety of channels 
(print, websites, and social media) and me-
diums (text, visual/ infographics and video), 
refreshing content frequently, and then re-
minding retailers it’s there.

Mobile-friendly content and smart labels 
are essential, Hilton says. Simplifying access 
to information is crucial to getting consumers 
to understand and connect with products.

Communications should be regular and 

relevant, not just bloating a customer’s in-
box with the brand name. For instance, to 
alleviate consumer perception of withheld 
information, consider consumer education 
about supplement label and claim regula-
tions. A carefully crafted communications 
plan not only improves the relationship 
with customers but also softens the blow 
when negative news hits. “If the first time 
somebody hears from you is bad news, 
they’re done with you,” Shelton says. “If it’s 
the hundredth time—and everything else 
has been pretty positive—they’re going to 
cut you a lot of slack.”

DOES THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY CORRECT MISTAKES?  
(E.G. PULLS DEFECTIVE PRODUCTS FROM SHELVES OR ISSUES RECALLS)

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

Does the Supplement Industry Correct Mistakes? (e.g. pulls defective products from shelves or issues recalls)

Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016
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Case Study
Nothing tests customer trust and a 

brand’s ability to communicate like a 
product recall.

Just ask Hyland’s Homeopathic.
Hyland’s most popular product, Baby 

Teething Tablets, had been on the market 
since 1945, with the homeopathic prepa-
ration readily available in retail, from mass 
to drug stores, as well as natural and health 
food stores. With a 65-year legacy, the 
teething remedy had been recommended 
across generations, with a solid reputation 
for symptom remedy.

In 2010, an FDA warning noting incon-
sistent levels of belladonna—a potentially 
hazardous herbaceous plant known more 
dramatically as deadly nightshade—put the 
product’s (not to mention the company’s) 
reputation at risk. The FDA drew no direct 
correlation between the product and toxici-
ty, and the company remained confident in 
product safety (the homeopathic prepara-
tion contains only a miniscule amount of 
belladonna); however, Hyland’s voluntarily 
and swiftly responded, exercising what it 
called “an abundance of caution,” by pulling 
the teething tablets from shelves.

Concerning a health product for ba-
bies, news of the FDA warning and 
product recall generated considerable 
media coverage. But Hyland’s initial pro-
active response—a voluntary nationwide 
product recall—spoke volumes about the 
company’s concern for the safety and 
health of its customers, a concern backed 
by a century-long reputation.

In tandem with the recall, the com-
pany re-directed call center, informa-
tion technology and human resources to 
answer questions and address concerns 
from retailers and consumers alike. As 
online discussion boards and social me-
dia sites erupted over the news, Hyland’s 
closely monitored online conversations 
to understand customer concerns and 
reactions. The company then engaged in 
the social media conversation, address-
ing safety concerns and keeping custom-
ers up to date as a reformulated product 
was in the pipeline.

Nine months later, an updated for-
mulation rolled out to pent-up demand, 
with parents posting enthusiastically 
on Facebook about the stores that first 
stocked the new Baby Teething Tablets. 
The company had clearly shed any lin-
gering stigma from the recall by 2014 
when Target included Hyland’s in its in-

augural Made to Matter Collection.
The buttress of consumer trust shel-

tered Hyland’s through the storm of a 
product recall. Without realizing it, 
Hyland’s had been preparing to weath-
er that storm for more than 100 years: 
by embracing quality, integrity and 
honesty. 

Talking Points for Retailers
 » Access brand education materials to elevate employee knowledge

 » Exploit the face-to-face communication advantage in-store offers over online 
sellers

 » Partner with trustworthy brands that embrace transparency and support re-
tailer/consumer education

 » Increase educational opportunities in the supplement aisle, such as in-store 
seminars, reference materials or video displays

Talking Points for Brands
 » Commit to quality ingredients and transparency so consumers trust your com-
munications  

 » Interpret labels: train retailers to explain labels to consumers, educate consum-
ers about label/claim regulations to reduce perceptions of “withheld” infor-
mation

 » Deliver negative news honestly, immediately, and proactively

 » Use a variety of media and communication channels, with a sharper eye 
toward mobile-friendly methods, including scan code labels linking to online 
detail

“If the first time somebody hears from 

you is bad news, they’re done with you. If 

it’s the hundredth time—and everything 

else has been pretty positive—they’re 

going to cut you a lot of slack,” 

Suzanne Shelton, The Shelton Group
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Building Trust:  
Focus on the natural channel
 Natural retailers offer solid foundation to build customer loyalty

In the big mass grocers, usually some-
where towards the back of the store, 
shoppers might see a line of demar-

cation. The shelves might be trimmed in 
rough-hewn wood. The lighting might be 
different, softer. This is the store-within-
a-store concept that sells “natural” prod-
ucts (never mind what that implies about 
the products in the other umpteen aisles). 

Done right, it almost looks like a natural 
foods store. But there is at least one ob-
vious difference—trust. They don’t really 
stock that in mass. 

That is a very important difference for 
supplement companies. 

Trust in supplements for consumers in 
the natural channel is remarkably higher, 
25 percent higher according to NBJ con-

sumer research. That’s an important differ-
ence, likely based to a large degree on con-
tact with the retail staff, people with a far 
deeper knowledge of supplements than the 
stock boy in that store within a store.

Smart natural retailers devote signifi-
cant resources to educating the staff so they 
can educate the consumers. Smart brands 
help them do that, providing the informa-

WHERE DO THOSE WHO TRUST SUPPLEMENTS BUY THEIR SUPPLEMENTS?

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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tion, sometimes the training, and often the 
tools to teach the customer. “We take their 
information and disseminate it to our cus-
tomers kind of relentlessly, whether that’s a 
short conversation in the aisle between an 
informed sales person and a curious cus-
tomer or in the literature handout or in our 
online publications or in our seminars and 
lectures,” says Alan Lewis at the Natural 
Grocers by Vitamin Cottage chain.

Lewis says that sort of high-impact 
customer contact is what builds trust and 
customer loyalty, not just for brands but 
for supplements in general. “We have this 

partnership with the natural dietary sup-
plement brands that ultimately results in 
engaged and informed consumers who can 
look at the inaccurate information from the 
New york AG and just scoff at it.”

For high-quality supplement brands, 
particularly brands looking to grow, the nat-
ural channel is likely the only place they are 
going to build the kind of trust that trans-
lates into brand loyalty, says Heidi Rosen-
berg, a public relations and branding special-
ist at BrandHive in Salt Lake City. It’s hard 
to tell a story of quality in mass. Natural 
channel retailers are more “agile” than mass, 

in the way they can merchandise and bring 
in education, she says. It’s not just bright flu-
orescents and price-cut promotions on the 
endcaps. It’s education. The people who be-
come brand faithful, buying year after year 
“are looking for a place where they can re-
main loyal and they really trust not only the 
product but the retailer to be giving them 
the right education,” Rosenberg says.

That loyalty, built on a trust and trans-
parency that can only happen through edu-
cation, is hard to find in mass. 

After news broke of the New york AG 
story broke last year, Vitamin Cottage saw 

HOW TRUSTWORTHY IS THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY?

Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016. Percentage of those answering Trusthworthy or Extremely Trustworthy
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an “uptick” in sales, Lewis says. People were 
looking for brands they could trust.

And they knew where to find them. 

Case Study: Now Foods
NOW Health Group and its supple-

ment brand, NOW Foods, have bet hard on 
the natural channel and watched that bet 
pay off year after year for 46 years.

Since NOW Foods was founded in 
1968, the family-owned company has 
emphasized a strong connection with 
natural retailers. That connection, and 
commitment, is exemplified in the com-
pany’s Retailer Conference, an annual 
event since 1998. Last summer, 150 retail 
customers came to the Illinois headquar-
ters for sessions on product education, 
company research, and the company’s 
rigorous testing procedures. 

Those testing procedures offer natu-
ral retailers a compelling story to tell in 
the aisles. The company’s quality control 
department includes an in-house lab 
and employs 150 people. In an age when 
the media has gone largely negative 
on supplements, including ingredient 
claims in the wake of the New york At-
torney General’s herbal supplement in-
vestigation, that level of diligence gives 
retailers concrete evidence of quality to 
reassure customers.

NOW also offers its NOW Product-ol-
ogy® online courses for retailers on sub-
jects that range from health conditions to 
regulation in 60-minute lessons designed 
to make them “experts in the aisles.” The 

company also supplies an online library of 
marketing collateral.

The company knows the retail landscape 
first hand. NOW Health Group also has its 
own chain of 13 Fruitful yield health food 
stores in the Chicago area. Company found-
er Elwood Richard opened his first store in 
1962, years before starting NOW Foods.

The support for natural appears to be 
working. The company claims 30 straight 
years of sales growth and boasts that that 
growth has stayed in the double digits for 
the past nine years. Indeed, NOW received 
a 2015 NBJ Business Achievement Award 

in the growth category. The company is see-
ing strong gains in essential oils, a category 
that is taking off for multi-level marketers. 
Finding a foothold with essential oils in re-
tail could be a pivotal move, and mass offers 
few inroads for a category that demands 
such high-touch customer education.  

Their success in that category proves 
the commitment continues to be a good 
decision for business and company reputa-
tion. As CEO Jim Emme told NBJ in 
March, “Retailers know that our commit-
ment to them is authentic. When they do 
well, we do well.” 

Talking Points for Brands
 » Highlight the education partnership with retailers

 » Emphasize the a quality-products-for-discerning-customers story

 » Tell customers your brand focuses on the natural channel because the com-
pany believes in the retailers’ mission and you are looking for customers who 
know quality

Talking Points for Retailers
 » Present your store as a curator of quality—tell consumers how brands are vet-
ted before they hit the shelf

 » Promote the education aspect and offer multiple points of access for consum-
ers seeking information

 » Tell the traceability story at every opportunity

 

“We take their information and disseminate it to our customers kind 

of relentlessly, whether that’s a short conversation in the aisle between 

an informed sales person and a curious customer or in the literature 

handout or in our online publications or in our seminars and lectures.” 

—Alan Lewis, Natural Grocers by Vitamin Cottage
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Building Trust: Focus on consumers 
and quality, deemphasize 
discounts and profits
Core supplement users shop for quality over price

Today, scads of supplements are 
peddled online, hawked by hulks 
in weight rooms and sold at 

mainstream drugstores that long viewed 
these products as questionable. Combine 
supplements’ sudden widespread avail-
ability with all the negative press sur-
rounding them, and it’s no shocker that 
many Americans believe the industry’s 
sole focus is profit. Even committed sup-
plement users are skeptical of its motives. 

More than half the respondents in NBJ’s 
trust survey don’t think the industry cares 
about their health and instead just wants 
to make a quick buck.

But as longstanding, upstanding sup-
plement retailers and manufacturers know, 
although profits are part of the game, en-
suring consumers’ well-being is, in fact, a 
primary goal. So how do industry stake-
holders convey this message? By arming 
themselves with as much information 

as possible—about product trends, me-
dia-spawned concerns, efficacy and safety 
research, etc.—and going above and be-
yond to communicate all of this to con-
sumers. Woven into this transfer of infor-
mation should be a genuine eagerness to 
understand consumers’ needs and to point 
them toward (or even away from) products 
as appropriate. 

“As independent retailers, we have great 
opportunities for consumer interactions and 

SUPPLEMENT USERS’ RESPONSES ON THE DEGREE PROFIT  
IS FOCUS OF THE INDUSTRY

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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building relationships as opposed to just 
selling,” says Cheryl Hughes, owner of The 
Whole Wheatery in Lancaster, Calif. “I nev-
er apologize if I don’t have the best price, and a 
customer is standing in some other store’s 99-
cent aisle and buys that product, OK, fine. I 
can’t stop opportunist buying, but I can break 
the flow by giving consumers the info they 
need to make solid purchasing decisions.” 

A note for brands and retailers look-
ing to lock down consumer confidence: 
Shoppers are seeing supplement com-

panies snapped up by Big Pharma, pri-
vate-equity firms and venture capitalists 
left and right. This trend is likely fueling 
some supplement users’ skepticism, says 
Mark Blumenthal, founder and execu-
tive director of the American Botanical 
Council. When they learn that a large 
corporation has swallowed up a brand they 
trust—say, Procter & Gamble’s purchase 
of New Chapter or Clorox’s Burt’s Bees 
acquisition—many automatically assume 
product quality, standards and ethics will 

wilt. To build consumer trust in acquired 
brands or merged companies, retailers 
need to acknowledge and discuss these 
situations with shoppers. The transaction 
was probably profit driven, but according 
to Blumenthal, that doesn’t necessarily 
mean the company’s consumer-health fo-
cus will get tossed. “If I were Bayer, I’d go 
after supplement companies, too—I get 
it,” Hughes says. “I’ve seen these situations 
turn products into crap, but I’ve also seen 
them work out wonderfully.” 

IS THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY SOLELY FOCUSED ON PROFIT?

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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CASE STUDY:  
Amazing Grass champions 
quality over cut-rate

In 2002, long before it became trendy 
to tote $10 bottles of green juice every-
where, buddies Brandon Bert and Todd 
Habermehl cofounded Amazing Grass, 
a certified-organic, non-GMO, sus-
tainability-driven green foods company. 
Bert’s grandfather, a Kansas farmer, was 
a pioneer in the green foods industry. 
He worked closely with Charles Sch-
nabel, who researched cereal grasses in 
the 1920s, moving on to cultivate alfalfa, 
wheat and barley for human consump-
tion. The lessons learned greatly influ-
enced Bert, who weaves these sustain-
able-farming and nutrition-first ethics 
into everything Amazing Grass does.

“We’ve tried to cultivate our amazing 
farms initiative, borne out of doing things 
the right way,” Bert says. That means grow-
ing crops in the right regions, climates and 
seasons so they reach their full nutritional 
potential and then storing and processing 
them properly. As one of the first green 
foods companies, Amazing Grass helped 
drive today’s consumers’ obsession with 
green foods and juicing. “Back then it was 
a tougher sell, and we put a lot of sweat 
into education,” Bert says. “We tried to 
help people understand why they needed 
greens and why this is such a convenient, 
delicious way to get them.”

Of course, now there are many similar 
products on the market, and not just in the 
natural channel, which remains Amazing 
Grass’s “bread and butter and heart and 
soul,” Bert says. The mainstream outlets 
that now sell Amazing Grass also stock 
competitors’ offerings, many of which don’t 
measure up quality-wise. 

As competition heated up, and de-
mand for better-quality raw materials in-
creased, there were times when Amazing 
Grass has chosen premium over profits. 
“you have to make money as a business—
but never by sacrificing quality,” Bert 
says. For example, when organic spinach 

was scarce, the company suspended pro-
duction on products that included spin-
ach in the formulation. “We opted to go 
out of stock until we could get quality 
spinach back in and produce products we 
felt confident about,” Bert says.

Healthy sales and a 14-year run clearly 
show that consumers will pay a bit more for 
Amazing Grass than other brands of lesser 

quality. “Consumers are in touch with the 
fact that organic costs more than conven-
tional,” Bert says. “We’ve always prioritized 
high-quality ingredients and products at 
prices people can afford. A greens powder 
shouldn’t be the most expensive item in a 
shopper’s basket. Our strategy is to make a 
smaller profit in order to get our products 
out to the masses.” 

Talking Points for Brands
 » Be upfront on acquisitions and educate retailers and consumers on what you 
are doing to maintain quality 

 » Be transparent about your commitment to quality with concrete examples of 
processes in place

Talking Points for Retailers
 » Be informed and ready to have in-depth, educational conversations in the 
aisles

 » Tell the whole healthy-lifestyle story to help shoppers see how these products 
work synergistically with nutritious food to foster whole-body well-being

 » Talk openly about acquisitions and “sellouts” with customers—they likely have 
their own questions and preconceived notions

“I never apologize if I don’t have 

the best price, and if a customer is 

standing in some other store’s 99-cent 

aisle and buys that product, OK, fine. 

But next week that store won’t have 

it, and I will. I can’t stop opportunist 

buying, but I can break the flow by 

giving consumers the info they need 

to make solid purchasing decisions.” 

Cheryl Hughes, The Whole Wheatery
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TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT  
THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY? (TOP 2 BOX AGREEMENT)

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

To what extent do you agree with the following statements about the supplement industry? (Top 2 Box Agreement)
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The insiders’ view on trust
Supplement industry professionals react to NBJ’s trust-in-supplements survey

For an industry that runs on consumer 
trust, supplement makers don’t often 
get an in-depth look at the details 

in that trust. Professionals in the nutrition 
space work in the bubble of the industry, 
reacting to various issues from inside that 
bubble while the public may be focusing on 
other concerns.

With that in mind, NBJ decided to 
share the highlights of our consumer trust 
survey with some select industry figures 
and ask them what findings they found 
most intriguing. The industry may operate 
to some degree inside that bubble, but the 
people who make it happen have a clear 
view outside.

Bethany Davis, Foodstate
It’s clear that we should be heavily 

investing in the natural products retail-
er. The data suggests that they are a main 
conduit for building trust with consumers. 
With more natural products going mass, 
the health of their businesses is at risk, 
and nurturing their expertise and product 
knowledge should be a core focus for the 
dietary supplement industry. Dietary sup-
plements need to be seen as a large part 
of the solution to the healthcare crisis, 
and supporting natural products retailers 
should be baked in to our business mod-
el. The other big takeaway is the focus on 
quality ingredients. We should continue on 

towards a path of full transparency con-
cerning the traceability and integrity of our 
ingredients. The concept that this may be 
more important to consumers than claims 
or third party seals is something to consid-
er when conducting decision governance 
and considering ROI. It’s no surprise that 
millennials are more engaged with brands; 
social media is a huge ally in communicat-
ing with this valuable consumer group. It’s 
a low-cost and high-value practice.

George Pontiakos,  
BI Nutraceuticals

Several of the numbers in this report 
jumped out of me, but the most interest-
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ing are the numbers regarding the question 
“How trustworthy are the following indus-
tries or institutions? In particular, the fact that 
45% of supplements users trust the Pharma-
ceutical Industry compared to just 39% who 
trust the supplement industry surprised me. 
Despite negative media reports, the supple-
ment industry is still growing (though not as 
rapidly as it has in the past), and one of the 
factors is lowered consumer confidence in 
over-the-counter and prescription drugs. Ei-
ther the Pharmaceutical Industry has effec-
tively communicated their safety message to 
the consumer or the supplement industry has 
not or both. Until we get a singular industry 
voice that is proactive with a consistent, easy-
to-digest message, we will always be defensive 
on political forays from legislators, the media, 
and competitive parallel markets. As an in-
dustry, we struggle for footing on messaging, 
awareness, and consistency. 

Scott Steinford, Natural Algae 
Astaxanthin Association

 Trust is an asset to any person, or-
ganization or industry. Like any asset it 
has to be earned, and its value is only as 
great as the credit it is given by others. 
NBJ’s trustworthiness of the supplement 
industry survey indicated what most of 
us in the industry know. We have not 
earned the trust of our consumers. The 
good news is our consumers want to 
believe in this industry, as indicated by 
the highest marks on the survey coming 
from the question on whether the indus-
try is working for continuous improve-
ment. Consumers responded positively 
to the hope for a better future; specifi-
cally, the statement garnering the high-
est positive rating I saw on the survey: 
“The industry is continuously trying to 

make products more effective”. 
  The takeaway is that we as an in-

dustry need to work harder to provide 
more information supporting our claims 
and product quality. We need to collec-
tively support and encourage the ingre-
dient manufacturers to put more effort 
into science and less effort into com-
moditization. A continuously lowering 
of price at the expense of education and 
science is a race to the bottom that no 
one wins. Even commodity products 
need to recognize the long-term impor-
tance of continuous research and that 
chasing the next “hot” ingredient is not 
the answer for a maturing industry. We 
have the opportunity and knowledge as 
to what to do and it is now up to us to 
gather the strength, resources and deter-
mination to implement and earn the as-
set of trust that is within our grasp.

TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU AGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ABOUT  
THE SUPPLEMENT INDUSTRY? (TOP 2 BOX AGREEMENT)

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

To what extent do you agree with the following statements about the supplement industry? (Top 2 Box Agreement)
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Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016
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Michael O’Hara,  
Underwriter’s Laboratory

The data is interesting and in some cas-
es surprising.   I would say there are three 
items that really jump out at me:

How close the trustworthy top two box 
score is between the supplement industry 
and the pharma industry.

Supplement users don’t know or under-
stand that supplements follow the FDA 
regulations, but does that really matter?

The difference in attitudes toward 
supplements between millennials and 
boomers and how that presents an op-
portunity for the industry.

The regulatory requirements are signifi-

cantly different for a dietary supplement 
and pharmaceutical product but that does 
not seem to drive a significant increase in 
trust from the consumers surveyed.  Dietary 
supplements have a low bar to enter the 
market while pharmaceutical products re-
quire extensive capital investment and sup-
porting data to achieve market access.  So, 

does the regulatory landscape really have 
that big of an impact on the trust percep-
tion?  The industry spends a good amount 
of time and resources telling consumers 
and stakeholders that it is a regulated space 
even though the data presented shows that 
these efforts are not that effective, with 50 
percent of consumers saying it is an unreg-
ulated space.  So is it time to reconsider this 
on-going messaging as the more-regulated 
pharma space does not score much higher 
on the trust scale?

To me the millennial data really pres-
ents an opportunity for the industry.  Here 
is the group with increasing buying pow-
er that place a higher value on premium 

brands and has a significant higher trust 
rating than boomers.   With millennials 
we have a technical savvy group that relies 
heavily on social media and on-line infor-
mation to drive their buying decision in-
stead of asking their doctor like the boom-
ers. This lines up well with the industry 
product registry initiatives and presents a 

great opportunity to create a tool for mil-
lennials that will grow their confidence in 
the supplement industry.  

Michael Stroka,  
Board for Certification  
of Nutrition Specialists

Two data points I keyed in on were: 
Nutritionists are the most trustworthy 

source for information about the supple-
ment industry

The most important attribute for con-
sumers deciding which supplement brand 
to purchase was that the brand was “recom-
mended by a trusted source.”

   This reinforces that we nutritionists 
are a crucial component of the supplement 
community and vital to helping move nu-
trition to the core of health care. 

Some of this data is not surprising to us 
—it validates the work we have done build-
ing a respected and recognized nutrition 
profession that merits this high degree of 
trust.  But two surprising things: 

This data is based on current supple-
ment users.   For people who are not yet 
supplement users, the trusted sources of in-
formation are undoubtedly even more cru-
cial because those people likely need to be 
convinced by a trusted source to even begin 
taking supplements.

younger consumers skew very heavily 
toward demanding trust and placing their 
highest trust in nutritionists. So our nutri-
tionists’ role in supplement choice will rap-
idly become even more central.

At core, the data show that trust is increas-
ingly paramount and that one effective way 
for industry players to gain consumer trust is 
to first gain the trust of our nutritionists. 

We developed Nutrition Leaders Coun-
cil for just this purpose; it’s a group of indus-
try leaders and others that aligns its efforts 
with our consortium of nutrition profession-
al organizations. By partnering with our nu-
tritionists and us, they are helping gain the 
trust of the most trusted source of supple-
ment information for consumers. 

“The industry spends a good amount of 

time and resources telling consumers and 

stakeholders that it is a regulated space 

even though the data presented shows 

that these efforts are not that effective, 

with 50 percent of consumers saying it 

is an unregulated space.  So is it time to 

reconsider this on-going messaging as the 

more-regulated pharma space does not 

score much higher on the trust scale?” 

Michael O’Hara, Underwriters Laboratory
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QA Taking the science to task

NBJ: How do you describe the project when you speak with peo-
ple in the industry?
Horn: This is an ambitious project to really dig in and determine 
the state of the science of nutrition as it applies to categories that 
are impacting human health. The name of the project is The Nu-
trition Science Roadmap Project. We’re trying to map the science, 
what it really says, whether it’s favorable or unfavorable for, even-
tually, the top twenty conditions that represent about ninety-two 
percent of all sales in our industry. We’ve gotten a little bit less than 
halfway there.

NBJ: If you were talking to a consumer, what would you say 
about it?
Horn: I would say that we’ve created a database reviewing essen-
tially every study that has ever been published in nutrition science 
and created a picture of what that science says so that we can focus 
not only on categories that are proven to have nutritional substanc-
es that help human health but also the ingredients within those 
categories that have the strongestm most robust data behind them. 
That’s all part of the evolution of the nutrition business from “We 
hope it works” to “We know it works.”

NBJ: What was the primary need that inspired this?
Horn: The need for a survey on Nutrition Science has been clear 
for a while. I formulate products for a living. We’ve always main-
tained a database of science that was not quite as systematic but 
where we had substantiation documents for everything that we 
do. It’s becoming standard practice in the industry, but it was a 
little unusual when we started doing that twenty plus years ago. 
    What’s different about this is that when the nutrition in-
dustry gets in trouble with the media, when they get in trou-
ble with regulatory agencies, when they get in trouble for mak-
ing false claims, it’s individual players who get in trouble, but 
it’s often because they’ve addressed the formulation and claims 
question from a standpoint of naïveté. They get blindsided be-
cause they don’t really know what is supportable in the category. 
    Having the data is the antidote to that. It’s the antidote to being 
set up for failure with the media, not having responses to the media 

when they inquire about things. There’s really no organized response. 
There’s rarely a cohesive science-based data-driven response. The 
idea is to have a database that we can rely on for the best possible 
products in the areas where science really says it works.

NBJ: How did you develop the approach and how many studies 
did the team review?
Horn: We developed the approach, initially, starting the way 
that the media often starts. We do a keyword search, which is 
going into the databases or the aggregations of databases and 
just putting in the words. How many studies are there that say 
‘X’? What we’ve found is that’s kind of a funnel or an up-
side down pyramid because there’s a massive number of studies 
that show up in your keyword search, which is what the media 
does, that turn out being not even worth reviewing or relevant. 
    There were eighteen thousand, almost nineteen thousand stud-
ies that came up on the keyword search for “sports nutrition.” 
If you didn’t go any further, you’d think that was the universe. 
But 3239 of those studies, after we took a closer look, were ac-
tually worth reviewing. We reviewed those studies and found 
out that just 775 of those studies turned out to be relevant. 
    Overall, it was something like seventy percent of the studies 
we’ve done so far—keep in mind that we’re not done—have been 
positive. About eight percent have actually been negative, which 
leaves I guess twenty-two percent that are neutral or no effect. Just 
because you do science doesn’t mean that you’re necessarily going 
to prove your point. If you do prove your point, then you have a 
much stronger position to stand by in the marketplace.

NBJ: With FDA label requirements limiting how you can use sci-
ence. How are brands going to use this database?
Horn: There’s really, I think, two questions there. One ques-
tion is; is it even worth it to have research on your products if 
you can’t say that it cures a disease? The answer to that question 
is yes. That whole thought process has been used as an excuse by 
industry not to do the kind of basic research on their products. 
  Just because you can’t say it cures mitigates or prevents, 
doesn’t mean that you can’t show benefit for a product that’s 

Q&A with Greg Horn
 » Greg Horn is CEO of Specialty Nutrition Group and has worked for companies 
that include Garden of Life and GNC. Horn is leading an effort to sort through 
the science of nutrition and evaluate the studies for rigor and relevance. Horn 
says creating a database of what the best science says about nutrition—wheth-
er it’s positive or negative about particular ingredients—is essential to help 
grow the industry in the face of media skepticism and consumers demanding 
more evidence and transparency. Culling the good studies from the bad may 
also help product developers create formulations that deliver on the promise 
of nutrition.
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designed to have a benefit. Within the structured func-
tion claims, or statement legal regime, you’re able to say a lot. 
    Wouldn’t it be great if nutrition delivered on the promise 
that people think it has? People are buying these products. It’s a 
multi-billion dollar industry. They’re taking these products. The 
more you have selected the areas that have proven efficacy for nu-
trition where we know things work, that’s one step. you’re devel-
oping products in areas that just have proven to have benefit. Sec-
ondly, you’re using the ingredients in your formulation that show 
it has some clinical documentation that they provide that benefit. 
That’s a pretty big deal.

NBJ: What categories stood out as strongly supported?
Horn: It was a pretty big variation between categories we’ve done 
so far. Eye health, for example, had 80 percent positive outcomes. 
Sport’s nutrition had more studies, but only 53 percent of the stud-
ies were positive. That’s a big range. The other thing that we found 
out is that the sub-categories matter. Visual acuity had 85 per-
cent of the studies that were positive and no negatives while things 
like preventing blindness only had 67 percent positive studies. 
    The other thing that this information becomes very useful for 
is for people who are talking about nutrition, but they’re talking 
about it from a knowledgeable standpoint or maybe self-interested 
standpoint. When I mapped out the weight loss ingredient science, 
as part of a speech that I am giving at NBJ Summit, I’ve had this 
research team code these in kind of a stoplight type way. There’s 
so much data. We have to summarize it somehow. Red, yellow, 
green, where green means it’s really good. yellow means margin-
ally, but it might get better. Red means there’s not enough data. 
Look at what  Dr. Oz, who was a phenomenal driver of sales and 
mouthpiece for nutrition, has done. Why couldn’t we have chan-
neled his advocacy towards the stuff that really worked? he could 
have focused on the “green” studies.  That might have had a differ-
ent outcome. Having a roadmap is really useful for a lot of reasons. 
The main one is to make sure what you’re saying is supportable.

NBJ: What were the common problems with the studies?
Horn: I think that there’s a big incentive with research to try to 
design studies to get a positive outcome. We found quite a few 
neutral and negative studies across a lot of these categories. Prob-
ably my biggest eye opener was that negative or neutral studies 
got published at all. If you’re totally self-interested, you’d never 
want that to happen. Meanwhile, science isn’t totally self-inter-
ested, so it gave me a lot of respect for the scientific process that 
we found studies that showed things didn’t work. Within sport’s 
nutrition, there’s a lot of stuff that really works great like protein 
and branched chain amino acids and that kind of stuff, but there 
were ingredients within sport’s nutrition that almost every study 
that ever looked at it came out negative or neutral.

NBJ: What surprised you?
Greg: The amount of research that’s not really relevant to nutrition 
healthcare out of the total research was a surprise. I expected it to 
be maybe half the research wasn’t relevant. It turns out it’s, in some 

cases, ninety percent of the research that’s done in nutrition isn’t rel-
evant to the dietary supplements, medical foods clinical nutrition, 
or functional food and beverage segments. The studies are done on 
just dietary observations, or done in a population that doesn’t apply. 
    Another big surprise for me was how unprepared or under-pre-
pared that the industry probably is in terms of finding stuff I’ve 
never heard—in more than twenty-five years in the industry—
that some of this stuff had support or didn’t have support. That 
was pretty eye opening. The other thing that I think jumped out 
at me was that the need for better nutrition. The industry is al-
ways having an identity crisis of the moment. The industry nev-
er seems to go on the offense. Objectively, there’s a really strong 
rationale for supplemental nutrition. We found out that there is 
a significant need for nutrition, even in the American diet, that 
you think you’ve got nutrients everywhere. There is govern-
ment published research that there’s significant micro-nutrient 
deficiencies. That was an eye opener. There’s definitely a need. 
    The other interesting insight is that there’s a direct correlation 
between what’s mentioned in the medical journals and what’s sell-
ing. Say there’s a volume of research that’s going up; there’s an 
explosion of research on an ingredient. People are hearing about 
it because it translates to medical recommendations. It translates 
to sales. There’s a stronger correlation than I would have guessed 
between what’s going on in the science and what’s going on in the 
marketplace, which I found very encouraging.

NBJ: What are the next steps?
Horn: Well, coming to the NBJ Summit and sharing what we’ve 
found out so far is the immediate next step. We have a panel of sci-
entific experts immediately following the presentation that include 
some very bright people. The head of research for Nature’s Bounty, 
the head of research for GNC, the person from KGK Synergize 
that does a lot of clinical trials for the industry. We have a group 
of intelligent people who will be commenting on the role of nu-
trition, science and advancing the category. It will be framed with 
the findings we’ve had from this nutrition science database. I think 
the discussion, which I’m moderating, will be equally interesting.

NBJ: Will it be something you could show to the media?
Horn: you could show it to the media and use  it to defend your-
self, right? We go into these arguments with a peashooter and only 
one pea. If somebody said, “Hey, XyZ’s under attack. People say it 
doesn’t work.” With this you could say, “Well, I know exactly which 
studies say they don’t work or were neutral, and I know there are 
two-thirds more of those studies that say they do work. I know 
exactly where to go and how to get to the point of that. I have them 
graded by quality. I know which ones are more definitive than oth-
ers.” Armed with that, we should have our own experts on TV 
saying, “No, here’s what it really is” and telling our side of the story, 
which we did not do with Omega 3s, which we did not do with 
multi-vitamins. We just let the car run us over and then back up 
and run us over again. I personally would prefer to bring a da-
ta-driven argument to those discussions rather than get run over a 
bunch of times. 
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The lure of the third rail
Risky categories like weight loss, sexual health,  
and cognition also ripe with opportunity

By Lisa Marshall

Ask an aging Gen X-er or Baby 
Boomer what they’d most like to 
improve about their health, and 

you’ll probably get a wish list that goes 
something like this: Lose 10 pounds. Stop 
forgetting where I left my keys. Have more 
sex (or, specifically, more sex drive).

Studies show six in 10 adults weigh 
more than they want to. More than 13 
percent of those age 45 or older report 
“worsening confusion or memory loss.” 39 
percent of women lack sex drive, and 18 
percent of men suffer from erectile dys-
function. Consumers are clamoring for 
solutions but, thus far, the pharmaceutical 
industry is striking out: A long list of de-
mentia/Alzheimer’s drugs have failed to 
show significant benefit in clinical trials. 
The half-dozen weight-loss drugs on the 
market come with brutal side effects. And 
the “female Viagra”, Addyi, approved in 
August, has suffered embarrassingly low 
sales due to warnings that if women take it 
with alcohol they might pass out. 

To dietary supplement makers, all this 
—albeit depressing—illustrates a wealth 
of untapped market potential. Even in 
a period of relatively flat growth for the 
overall market, sales of weight loss, cog-
nitive health, and sexual health products 
are all growing, representing more than 
$3.5 billion in sales in 2015, according to 
NBJ. But while consumer demand and 
lack of innovation is tempting more up-
standing companies to wade into these 
categories, those interested in following 
their lead should take heed: They are 
also among the least trusted categories 
by consumers (for good reason), and the 
most scrutinized by regulators. 

“The market potential is great,” says sci-
ence and regulatory affairs consultant Risa 
Schulman, PhD, of Tap Root. “But some 
of these categories have been abused for 
so long by unscrupulous companies mak-

ing egregious claims or adulterating prod-
ucts. you really have to be buttoned-up on 
your science and willing to tone down your 
claims if you want to succeed.”

Lack of trust
Survey the long saga of scandal in the 

dietary supplement industry and weight-
loss and sexual enhancement products play 
a starring role: 

In 2004, the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration banned products containing ephe-
dra after widespread reports that it led to 
heart attacks and deaths. Four years later, 
FDA warned consumers to stop using Hy-
droxycut, after an investigation found it led 
to liver problems. In 2009, FDA warned 
that it had found 72 weight loss products 
which included “active pharmaceutical 
ingredients.” And in 2013, the agency ex-
tended a similar warning about sexual en-
hancement supplements, after finding 23 
products, with names like Mojo Nights, 
Rock-it Man, and Stiff-it, contained the 
very erectile dysfunction drug—Viagra—
they claimed to replace.

The trend continues today. Of the 80 
warning letters issued by FDA to supple-
ment companies in 2015, at least 29 went 
to diet-pill makers, mostly for peddling 
products that the agency either considers to 
be “new dietary ingredients” or not dietary 
ingredients at all (frequent targets included 
the stimulant BMPEA, a.k.a. Acacia rigid-
ula, and the stimulant picamilon, which is 
sold as a drug in Russia)

Of the 23 products called out so far in 
2016 for being “tainted products marketed 
as dietary supplements,” 15 were sexual en-
hancement supplements and the rest were 
weight loss products.

Forty-year industry veteran Anthony 
Almada says the reason these categories 
tend to be a magnet for malfeasance is sim-
ple: unlike with “experientially inert” prod-

ucts like multi-vitamins, which take a while 
to have a tangible impact if they have one 
at all, consumers expect to either look dif-
ferent or feel different fast when they take 
a diet pill or sexual enhancement product. 
If that doesn’t happen, they move on to the 
next shiny new thing. 

“When you are selling things that are 
supposed to impact the way you look or 
feel, you tend to enter into a slippery slope,” 
he says. “There is this underbelly of indus-
try players who know the only way they 
can produce a repeat buy is if the consumer 
takes their product with the derivative of a 
real drug.” In other cases, such as with ephe-
dra, the supplement really does work, but in 
doing so presents problematic side-effects. 

Head games
The nascent field of cognitive health 

supplements has caught the eye of reg-
ulators more recently for very different 
reasons. The target population is often the 
elderly,\ and considered vulnerable. “Peo-
ple looking online for cures or treatments 
for Alzheimer’s disease and dementia are 
at their most desperate, and it’s clear from 
what we’ve found that many of these prod-
ucts prey on that desperation,” said U.S. 

NBJ Takeaways 
 » Weight loss, sexual enhancement 
and cognitive products garner 
additional regulatory scrutiny  
and require rock-solid science  
as a defense

 » The more controversial the 
category, the more independent 
studies are required 

 » Proving the mechanism (what 
causes the weight loss, cognitive 
improvement etc.) can be as  
important as proving the efficacy
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Senator Claire McCaskill in June, calling 
for an FDA crackdown.

Even for upstanding supplement com-
panies who set out to do the right thing and 
develop good science behind their claims, 
Schulman says it can be exceedingly diffi-
cult to design a study that shows demon-
strable, significant impacts on memory in 
a healthy population (under DSHEA, sup-
plements can’t claim to address dementia 
or Alzheimer’s anyway, so studying those 
populations is unwise). Even when a pop-
ulation does show memory improvement, 
companies must be painstakingly clear 
in their claims to talk about what kind of 
memory they improve. (As DSM learned 
in 2014 when the FTC made it change its 
labels on its brain health products).

Put simply, cognitive health is a regula-
tory mine field.

How smart companies  
can do it right

Schulman says that, as a general rule, 
few companies in the United States are in-
terested in touching the male sexual health 
category. “I think people are staying away 
from all aspects of it right now. If you just 
look at the shelves, it’s not out there.”

But she and others say they have seen 
a big uptick in interest in the weight loss 
category, after a period when it was delib-
erately avoided by reputable companies. “I 
see companies that are very interested in 
going into this area. They are looking to-
ward branded ingredients, and they are 
being very careful about how they design 
their research and what they say about it,” 
says Schulman. 

Barbara Davis, of ingredient company 
PLT Health Solutions, agrees.

“Over the past few years it didn’t seem 
like there was, from a supplement perspec-
tive, much interest in new product devel-
opment. But for about the past year, we 
are hearing more of our customers talking 
about how they are doing new products 
and reformulating their products to focus 
on weight management.”

In May, PLT rolled out a new, branded, 

botanical ingredient, SlimVance, after five 
years of research  showing its combined in-
gredients work synergistically to inhibit fat 
cell accumulation and promote the break-
down of fat cells. As part of their process, 
they surveyed brands on what they look for 
in an ingredient and got some surprisingly 
detailed responses: 

“Obviously, everyone wants random-
ized-controlled trials behind their claims, 
but it goes deeper than that,” she says. 
Brand-holders and manufacturers want 
to see multiple, independent studies, con-
ducted by separate investigators at separate 
universities or research organizations, “so it 
is not the same people conducting all the 
research.” They want studies involving men 
and women. They want mildly overweight 
participants, rather than obese ones. They 
want big sample sizes. And when it comes 
time to make a claim, they want to be able 
to say not just that the ingredient will help 
people lose weight but precisely how. Does 
it make you feel fuller? Increase energy ex-
penditure? Block fat absorption or decrease 
maturation of fat cells? And where is the sci-
ence that says so? 

“It just won’t work anymore to do a 
quick, down and dirty study, showing a lit-
tle bit of weight loss in a few obese people,” 
Davis says.  

Their latest study, a multi-center RCT 
involving 130 people over 16 weeks, 
showed an average of 12 pounds of weight 
loss after four months (Impressive, but not 
exactly fodder for a late-night infomercial). 

That’s OK, Davis says. In order to climb 
out of the shadows, the new generation of 
weight loss products needs to take things 
slower, and stress that diet and exercise 
matter too. “We as an industry need to 
communicate that there is no magic bullet.” 

Specific solutions
Uber-specific claims backed by rock-sol-

id science are also critical for gaining trust 
of brands and consumers in the cognitive 
health field, says Brenda Fonseca, technical 
services manager for cognition and inno-
vation at Kemin Industries. The company 
spent nearly $4.5 million to develop and 

research its new cognitive health prod-
uct, Neumentix, and plans to post detailed 
mechanism of action videos, and full texts 
of its studies on its consumer-facing web-
site. “More specific claims are definitely 
appealing right now— not just saying this 
will improve your memory but what type of 
memory and how.”

In the mine-field that is the sexual 
health supplement market, a Canadian 
pedigree—where pre-market approv-
al of supplements is required—may be 
an asset, says Shawna Page, founder of 
femMED. Founded in 2007, the compa-
ny makes a broad line of women’s health 
products, including a libido booster, 
and also a sexual enhancement product 
for men. They are among the company’s 
top-sellers, available in mass retailers in 
Canada. But in recent years, customers 
from the United States, the Middle East, 
China, and elsewhere have been buying 
more and more online.

“One of the single biggest reasons 
these customers come to us is because 
we are Canadian,” says Page, noting that 
it took three years and required countless 
back-and-forth with regulators before 
she could start selling her libido formu-
la. “Those in the know and in the industry 
recognize and appreciate the rigor we have 
to go through in order to sell our products 
in Canada.” Her advice to U.S. companies: 
“If money is no object, hire one of the reg-
ulatory companies here in Canada (to help 
you design your study and come up with 
your claims). If it can pass the rigor here, it 
can pass the rigor in the states and people 
will know it is a good product.”

She also stresses that her libido formula 
takes two to three weeks—not hours—to 
have an effect, a far-cry from the “crazy 
promises” she sees on bottles elsewhere. 

Newcomers to any of the highly scru-
tinized categories would be wise to take a 
similar, prudent approach.

As Schulman puts it, “Instead of making 
the strongest, boldest claim you think you 
can make, back down a little bit—maybe 
even farther than you want to. you want to 
really stay on the right side of the fence.”
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Mission Mania
Consumers buy into purpose, but only if you get it right

By Marc Brush

Seth Godin, one of the more prolific 
and influential experts in marketing 
today, offered some advice in a recent 

newsletter to his fans: “Trust is the biggest 
hurdle. And trust largely comes from so-
cial proof … your job as a marketer is to 
take the threads of social proof and weave 
them together into something power-
ful. No, you can’t fake this (and shouldn’t 
try). But you can amplify it.” That chasm 
between “faking it” and “amplifying it” 
explains much of the recent discrepancy 
between tepid sales growth in dietary sup-
plements and dramatic growth in natural 
and organic food.

Trust seems in short supply for the sup-

plement industry. NBJ consumer research 
found that respondents ranked supplement 
makers the third least trusted category in a 
field of 14 industries and professions, and 
15 percent said they trusted the industry 
less than they did two years ago. Those 
numbers are bad enough to shoot the mes-
senger, the message, and the PR firm that 
came up with it.

Overlay that skepticism, perhaps sus-
picion, with the demands of the new con-
sumer class, namely millennials looking for 
purpose in their brands. A recent study by 
Cone Communications found that nine-
in-10 millennials would switch brands to 
one built around purpose. Business done 

NBJ Takeaways 
 » “Cause” marketing is essentially 
pledging money to an existing 
organization

 » “Purpose” marketing is  
integrating a mission into the 
structure of the business

 » Millennials especially may respond 
better to “purpose” than “cause”

 » Social media puts an onus for  
authenticity and transparency  
on companies attempting  
mission-based marketing
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right is its own cause now, as the success of 
the business leads directly to a better world. 
That’s what works in 2016, and the supple-
ments industry remains slow to the punch.

Verbs, not nouns
It’s important to note up front that cause 

marketing, an established strategy driven 
largely by philanthropy and corporate giv-
ing, is not purpose marketing. Not at all.

Cause marketing is donating some share 
of profits to a separate and established or-
ganization. Purpose marketing is wading 
into the crusade and building your business 

model around doing the right things the 
right way to support that crusade.

Max Lenderman is CEO at School, 
a “purposeful creative agency” in Boulder, 
Colorado, that exists to help brands align 
with this new world order. “The cause ap-
proach was basically buying into a cause. 
Food brands, or any CPG, would spend 
some money to put a badge on their pack-
aging. Companies would use corporate re-
sponsibility in an essentially commercial way 
and make marketing speak out of it. Now 
brands have purpose baked in at inception.”

Lenderman points to Toms and Warby 

Parker as clear successes in purpose, as well 
as KIND, Annie’s, and Clif Bar. “Clif was 
always going to give something back, even 
before purpose marketing caught hold,” he 
says. “you can feel that. The website works. 
The foundation is legit. If you scratch the 
surface, there’s some depth to the purpose.”

Lenderman offers some rules of thumb 
to distinguish the soft, reputational gains 
of cause marketing from the authentic pas-
sions of purpose marketing. “Cause brands 
are against something,” he says. Something 
external to their product. “Like cancer. 
“Purpose brands are for something—like a 

ETHICAL CLAIMS BY AISLE AT EXPO WEST 2016
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healthier lifestyle. In the past, brands who 
latched onto cause were nouns. Purpose 
brands are verbs—they actually do stuff ”—
and do so directly in the development of 
their products. “They act in this world and 
let the world, make a decision. That’s the 
real bifurcation now, between older brands 
relying on cause and newer brands with 
purpose baked into them.”

Take nut butters: the evolution of pur-
pose becomes evident in a quick contrast 
between Justin’s—soon to be part of Hor-
mel’s advance into natural products—and 
newer entrants like Good Spread. Jus-
tin’s helped to create an entire category 
by cleaning up nut butters and bringing a 
healthy lifestyle into the mix. It’s a laud-
able purpose, for sure, but one that pales in 
comparison to Good Spread. Good Spread 
is a consumer brand that emanates directly 
from MANA Nutrition, a nonprofit out to 
eradicate malnourishment and starvation 
in Africa. Good Spread shares a supply 
chain with MANA. It does a 1-for-1 with 
MANA. It exists because MANA exists. 
That’s a depth of purpose that extends 
much further than the traditional goodwill 
gestures of corporations writing oversized 
checks for a photo-op.  

Real, not fake
Trust requires authenticity, and au-

thenticity breeds purpose. It’s a power-
ful cycle that feeds on itself and ramifies 
across business functions. Just be careful 
how you talk about it.

“Here’s the conundrum,” says Lender-
man. “If you’re a real do-gooder, you don’t 
go around beating your chest about it. 
you’re quiet. One strategy we like to use is 
social media. Let other people tell the story 
and spread it. Another strategy is experi-
ential marketing. Popping up at a United 
Nations conference is more credible than 
glad-handing at a trade show.”

Humility is its own form of authentic-
ity, one that works across categories, from 
food to supplement. Take SmartyPants 
Vitamins, the upstart gummy brand near 
the top of the benefactors list at Vitamin 
Angels. Referring to that partnership, Co-
CEO Courtney Nichols-Gould says: “We 
don’t market this. We never lead with the 

cause or purpose, but it’s great for reten-
tion.” As Godin said, it’s about social proof, 
and social proof is earned, never bought.

A foundation built on authentic pur-
pose helps hold the company together 
when the quake hits. 

“The New york AG really exacerbated 
these trust issues,” says Jeff Hilton, Chief 
Marketing Officer at BrandHive. “Sup-
plement players are trying to step up and 
have more authentic dialogue with their 
consumers. The right approach is sustain-

ability and transparency around sourcing. 
I think of New Chapter and MegaFood 
here. Those are the right examples.”

Perhaps it makes sense then that the 
brands with the “cleanest” supply chains 
speak the loudest about sustainabili-
ty, transparency, and purpose. Both New 
Chapter and MegaFood lead with purpose 
because that’s who they are—interested 
in food systems, active in building bridg-
es between supplements and food, quick 
to jump on a new certification or relevant 
food trend. Even a cursory look at Mega-
Food reveals a depth of purpose in supple-
ments comparable to Clif ’s in organic food. 
Their “Big T Transparency” effort—from 
live webcams of carrots on the conveyor 
belt to open innovation portals for prod-
uct development—remains an exceptional 
marketing effort for the supplements in-

dustry in every sense of the word.
So why aren’t there more MegaFoods? 

“There’s something about the relation-
ship consumers have with supplements,” 
says Hilton. “There’s this cloak of com-
moditization. Supplements are viewed as 
more interchangeable than some of the 
brand connections you see happen with 
Warby Parker or KIND. you’ll hear con-
sumers say, ‘I love KIND bars!’ but it’s 
harder to find that kind of affinity toward 
their multivitamin.”

A word of caution to less mature sup-
plement brands interested in finding their 
purpose—it’s not about claims extension. 
“Supplements have used cause marketing 
at times in a self-serving way, as a way 
to extend claims,” says Hilton. “Think of 
a cardiovascular product donating to the 
American Heart Association. It’s a strat-
egy—to give to causes that support and 
further a brand’s commercial interest. I 
don’t know, is that a deceptive use of a 
cause marketing or not?”

Go to Peru
At Vitamin Angels, perhaps the leading 

philanthropic focus for supplement compa-
nies inclined toward purpose, the $5 million 
category of givers includes Walgreens. At 
$1 million, you’ll find Vitamin Shoppe. At 
$500k, there’s Sprouts, and then, at $250k, 

“Purpose brands are verbs— 

they actually do stuff. They act in this 

world and let the world make a decision. 

That’s the real bifurcation now,  

between older brands relying 

on cause and newer brands with 

purpose baked into them.”

—Max Lenderman, School
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a consumer brand shows up. NBJ talked 
with Nichols-Gould at SmartyPants to un-
derstand the depth of passion and purpose 
in the partnership between SmartyPants as 
its cause of choice.

“We didn’t realize how significant the 
commitment we were making was on a per-
sale basis until the last couple years,” says 
Nichols-Gould. “We were so small.” Time 
changes things, however, and a 1-for-1 mi-
cronutrient grant with Vitamin Angels for 
every bottle sold reached 1 million children 
inside of five years. “We made our two-mil-
lionth match a few weeks back. Our goal is 
to get to 10 million inside of 10 years, and 
we’re way ahead of schedule.”

The more foundational the purpose, the 
better. “It’s becoming so competitive in our 
market,” says Nichols-Gould. “If purpose is 
not in your model from the first day, it be-
comes challenging to add it. We never con-
sidered it to not be an option, from the first 
dollar we raised with investors. It’s a core 
brand commitment, and our stakehold-
ers know it’s sacred.” So commit early. To 
wit: Nichols-Gould marched into Howard 
Schiffer’s office at Vitamin Angels even 
before incorporating, and this sowed the 
seeds for the relationship that would follow.

As for verbs and nouns, SmartyPants 
walks the talk. Nichols-Gould has traveled 
with Vitamin Angles to Peru to see their 
purpose in action, and sent team members 

to Ethiopia and Haiti. “Throwing a really 
good idea at a need is better than throw-
ing money at a cause,” says Lenderman. 
“Bring your company and its expertise to 
the case, rather than write a check. you get 
more earned media, more notoriety, more 
cultural value.”

When asked why more supplement 
brands don’t dive in deeper with mission 
and purpose, Nichols-Gould sees hope in 

younger, smaller brands that get it, brands 
like Life Equals in Kansas City. She also 
applauds the big manufacturers who have 
consistently given to causes and supported 
efforts around nutrient deficiency. But her 
language is more about purpose than cause: 
“Vitamin Angles is not one of many for 

us. It’s so on the nose with what we want 
to accomplish that we’re all in. Honestly it 
doesn’t have to be money. Hopefully, the 
evolution of all this is a more cause mar-

keting integrated into everything you do. 
It’s not straight donations. It’s using labor 
to change lives.”

Big problems, big solutions
While many supplement manufacturers 

would do well to heed Jeff Hilton’s advice: 
“To get this right, it has to come from with-
in. The passion will come through or it won’t. 
Once you find the passion, pick causes where 

you can really help. Consider going small, 
with niche causes you could own in a unique 
way.” But there is also value in dreaming 
big. We live in a world of big problems that 
breed an anxiety for big solutions.

Nichols-Gould thinks big, as well, 
pointing to the Copenhagen Consensus, 
where leading economists gather to rank 
the most efficient solutions to social cri-
ses across the globe, as inspiration. Mi-
cronutrients are consistently ranked as 
the first- or second-best opportunity to 
combat childhood mortality and the infir-
mities it generates. “Our early tagline was 
‘More health for more people every day’,” 
she says. “you see that argument from Co-
penhagen, and you know how inexpensive 
the solution is. How can you not do some-
thing? If we care about micronutrients, we 
have the same obligation to that audience, 
that needs us the most, as to premium 
shoppers in the U.S.” 

The math is compelling. While it costs 
$20 per person per year to fix the clean wa-
ter shortage, vitamin A is little more than 
25 cents. This makes global vitamin A defi-
ciency a $40 million problem. And Nich-
ols-Gould is not shy about challenging 
supplement makers: “We couldn’t cobble 
that together as an industry? Of course we 
could.” 

“Throwing a really good idea at a need is 

better than throwing money at a cause.”

—Max Lenderman, School

“There’s something about  

the relationship consumers have with 

supplements, [a] cloak  

of commoditization. You’ll hear 

consumers say, ‘I love KIND bars!’ but it’s 

harder to find that kind  

of affinity toward their multivitamin.”

—Jeff  Hilton, BrandHive
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Q&A with retired Sen. Tom Harkin 
 » The supplement industry has had no greater friend in politics than retired 
Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin. A co-author of DSHEA, Harkin has been an outspoken 
proponent of the health benefits of supplements and a articulate champion 
for better nutrition. Since leaving the Senate in 2015, Harkin has focused much 
of his energy on the Harkin Institute for Public Policy and Civic Engagement 
and made “wellness and nutrition” one of the pillars of the Institute’s mission. 
Harkin will be appearing at next week’s NBJ Summit. We spoke to him about 
the state of the supplement industry and what message it may need to craft.

QA The right message from the right 
players

NBJ: Supplements have endured a lot of bad press lately. Does the 
industry need a new message?
Harkin: I think the industry needs to broaden out its mes-
sage more, into prevention and health, and health and well-
ness. I think too often a certain supplement or vitamin 
will focus on a certain body function, or support system. I 
think it needs to be more part of a general overall health. 
    Secondly, I think the message should be that you, the consumer, 
know your body better. you know what you need. your body talks 
to you, in conjunction with your health care practitioner. Could be 
an MD, could be an ND, naturopathic, or could be an acupunctur-
ist, could be an herbalist. Whoever you go to, talk to that person 
about your own desire and what you feel you need in terms of 
supplements and vitamins.

NBJ: So it’s more of a partnership?
Harkin: Absolutely! There’s nothing wrong with getting advice. It 
doesn’t have to be just an allopathic doctor. My doctor is an osteo-
pathically trained doctor, and he’s always talked to me about differ-
ent supplements to take. Like I say, there are people out there, espe-
cially naturopathic doctors, who are very good on this. There are a lot 
of different acupuncturists and herbalists around the United States. 
It could be a lot of different individuals that you could be talking to 
about your own health.

NBJ: What do you think the industry could be doing to call out 
the less responsible supplement companies?
Harkin: They’ve got to get the message out to the pub-
lic- look for the GMP label—make sure that what you’re 
buying has that GMP on it. These companies really do 
need to make sure that when there is a bad actor the indus-
try needs to call them out. Say ‘They don’t represent us.’ 
    I think a lot of times, the industry, simply because it’s been 
attacked so much from the outside, tends to get this attitude of 
‘We’re all in this together’ and hunker down. I think that’s wrong. 
I think the days of hunkering down are over with. That’s why we 
passed DSHEA in the first place—to make this more broadly ac-
ceptable and open to the public. There have been some bad sup-

plement companies. There have been some bad people whoe have 
tried to sell things that didn’t contain what they said it contained. 
Well, they’ve gotta’ get booted out. The responsible ones need to 
point that out.

NBJ: What do you think the public doesn’t understand about nu-
trition?
Harkin: I think there’s at least one thing I’ve learned in my life-
time about nutrition and the general public. That is that we’re all 
different individuals. Our bodies are different. Our systems react 
differently to different things. What might be good for one per-
son may not necessarily be that good for another person. That’s 
been my complaint about the whole drug industry in the past. I 
know how drugs are approved, they go through all the trials and 
the phase one, phase two … I got that. In the end, even a pre-
scription drug doesn’t work for everybody. They have to know 
this about vitamins, minerals, and supplements, too. A certain 
supplement may be, in terms of my own system, very helpful and 
very beneficial. To someone else, it may not be that beneficial. 
    For example, I’ve been taking bee pollen for thirty five years. I hap-
pen to think bee pollen is very beneficial to me, in terms of it hasn’t 
cured my allergies, but boy, does it sure help, especially this time 
of year. I can speak quite frankly about that now. In the spring and 
fall, I take large doses of bee pollen. I’ve met other people that I’ve 
suggested this to. They took it, and it doesn’t seem to affect them. It 
didn’t harm them any, but it didn’t give them the benefit that I’ve had. 
    I take a lot of turmeric, which is an anti-inflammato-
ry. I have found over the years that turmeric, for me, is 
very beneficial in terms of my arthritis. It’s just fantastic, 
as a matter of fact. Other people say it doesn’t help them 
that much. Again, what I don’t know is do they take it re-
ligiously, or rigorously, that kind of thing. I don’t know. 
    To sum up, people have to get in tune with their own bodies. you 
can’t just try something for a day or two, or a week. People try it and 
they want an instant reaction. That’s not what happens with supple-
ments and vitamins. It takes a while for your body to start reacting 
to that. They need to know that for good nutrition they have to give 
it longer periods of trial than just a week or two.
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NBJ: The theme of the upcoming NBJ summit is trust and sci-
ence. Do you see a problem in public trust for supplements?
Harkin: The only reason there’s a lack of public trust is that we’ve 
had a few bad actors in this industry. The attorney general’s report 
out of New york was obviously not very helpful. We’ve had that, so 
people say ‘Well, gee, how can I be assured of what’s in it?’ That’s 
why this industry has to do a much better job policing itself, ad-
hering to GMPs, and making sure that what they say is in it is in 
it, and at the levels that they say.

NBJ: Do you think the public is aware of this?
Harkin: yeah, I think so. I think there is some general aware-
ness of it. Of course, as you know, bad news, especially in social 
media, travels a lot faster than good news. Something like this 
that happens, where something is adulterated, bang, it goes all 
over the place. How many stories do you read in social media 
about someone who’s been taking a certain supplement for a long 
time, and who swears by the advantages it does for that person? 
    There’s a problem with public trust, but I think overall, gen-
erally the public want to take more charge of their own health-
care, so they seek out things like supplements to help them 
maintain better health.

NBJ: They want to believe in supplements. What could the indus-
try be doing to help consumers understand the science? 
Harkin: That’s why I’m trying to get the Center for Complemen-
tary and Integrative Health at the National Institutes of Health to 
be doing more in this area. The industry ought to be more supportive 
of them doing that, rather than seeing them as an enemy  trying to 
see them as someone who could be very, very helpful in this regard. 
    We have a lot of good science on different things. For exam-
ple, NIH did a study on St. John’s Wort or something like that. 
They found in this big study that it really didn’t help people 
that much. But, if you dig into the study, there was a significant 
subset that claimed it helped them a lot, but it wasn’t a majority. 
    At no time did the NIH study say that this harmed 
somebody. It didn’t harm anybody. They’re saying it didn’t 
help them as much as perhaps what people thought it was 
going to help them. I think industry needs to be more re-
alistic. They need to talk about the longer term. Look, if 
you’re going to be taking this supplement like I do for my 
immune system, you’ve gotta’ stick with it for some time. 
This is maybe a month, two-month type of thing that 
you have to do this, and stick to it rigorously. Then see 
whether it helps or not. They have to be honest that may-
be it won’t. Maybe because of your own unique system, 
this won’t help, but maybe there’s something else that will.  
    When I started taking bee pollen, I remember I was ready 
to quit it, because I had been taking this for a couple weeks or 
so, a lot of it every day. Then all of a sudden it kind of clicked. 
It seemed to work just fine. Just like turmeric. When my Indi-
an doctor first started me on turmeric, he told me at the time, 

“you’re going to have to take this for a month before you feel 
anything, or see some benefits to this.” I did, and that’s what it 
did. It took time.
NBJ: Do you think the industry is effective in its relationship with 
congress?
Harkin: I think it’s been pretty effective in the past. We’ve had 
many attempts to roll back DSHEA, and that’s never happened. 
Took us a long time, fourteen years or something like that, before 
we finally got the good manufacturing practices through. This has 
always been a good bipartisan issue. We’ve had people on both 
sides of the aisle who have been good supporters of this industry, 
and they need to continue that. The industry needs to continue to 
develop relationships on both sides of the aisle, in both the House 
and in the Senate.

NBJ: How do you think that’s best done?
Harkin: I’ve always said the most effective lobby, or infor-
mation, is when it ’s done in your own state. I’ve often told 
this industry ‘Go out to individual congressional districts. 
Find people who take your products, who swear by them, say 
they’re healthier and feel better. Get them to go when their 
congressman is home doing their visits in the district. Go see 
them, put yourself out there. If you have a health food store, 
a supplement store, invite them to come down. Invite some 
people in to meet with them until they get the idea that this 
is an important part of their constituencies. That’s what this 
whole industry needs to be doing.

NBJ: you can’t just do it in Washington?
Harkin: They can, but it’s not as effective as doing it out in the 
state or in the congressional districts.

 

I think a lot of times, the 

industry, simply  

because it’s been attacked so 

much from the outside,  

tends to get this attitude of 

‘We’re all in this together’ and 

hunker down. I think that’s 

wrong. I think the days of 

hunkering down are over with.
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NBJ: With your retirement, and then rumors that Orin Hatch 
may leave office, does the supplement industry need a new cham-
pion in congress? Or does it need a bunch of new champions?
Harkin: They need a bunch. They should always be trying to get a 
couple of point people who believe in this industry, who are strong 
supporters of keeping DSHEA as it is. I’ve tried to do that before 
I left, to get them to find people to do that. Before I left, I had a 
meeting in Senator Hatch’s office with some representatives of this 
industry and introduced them to [New Mexico Senator] Martin 
Heinrich, a democrat. I first met him at Expo West. I didn’t know 
that he was interested in this industry at all. It turns out he is very 
interested, very supportive. I sort of passed the baton on to Martin. 
I think he’ll be a very, very strong supporter on my side of the aisle. 
He’s really healthy, young. He could be a good face for this indus-
try, I’ll tell you that.

NBJ: your Harkin Institute for Policy and Civic Engagement 
focuses on getting people more involved in politics, and one of 
the issues cited on your Institute website is wellness and nutrition. 
What would you like to see the public doing in regards to nutrition 
policy?
Harkin: Right now we’re looking for funds to set up an en-
dowed chair on this issue at the Institute. That was a big fo-
cus of my life in government—to move away from repair-
ing, re-patching, and fixing illnesses, and getting more people 
thinking about prevention and wellness, staying healthy in 
the first place. That’s what led me into this industry. We need 
more focus on what it is to maintain a healthy balance in life. 
    From the earliest time, I’ve tried to introduce more fresh 
fruits and vegetables in our school lunch and breakfast pro-
grams, for example. Getting soft drinks out of schools, which 
we’ve finally succeeded in doing after twenty-some years of 
trying, getting the sugared drinks out of schools. More kids in 
school have their school gardens, and seeing what grows, and 
eating fresh foods. The more you can get young people, young 
kids, elementary school and right in that area, eating fresh 

fruits and vegetables. Once they start getting this and finding 
out about it, it’s amazing. I’ve seen it with my own eyes. I’ve 
seen these young kids eat fresh vegetables. Their eyes are just 
wide open. They’ve never tasted anything this good. Most of 
it’s been cooked to death, or steamed to death, watered down 
or something like that. I think then they’ll start putting pres-
sure on their parents to buy more fresh vegetables. They’ll want 
to go to farmers markets and get things that are locally grown. 
    What I want my institute to be doing is focusing on wellness and 
nutrition—how do we get the public more engaged in this? What 
public policies need to flow out there in terms of building systems that 
promote healthy food, healthy living, wellness, maintaining health?

NBJ: When people start awakening to this, they’ll demand it? 
That drives policy?
Harkin: I believe so, yes, absolutely. I think one of the reasons 
we’ve seen such policy developments in states in terms of farm-
er’s markets is because they’re successful. We continue to go to 
them and say yes, this food tastes better. I always tell the anec-
dotal story, but I remember my wife and I used to go to the Des 
Moines farmers market a long time ago when it was small, just 
starting out. We wanted to get chicken like what my wife and I 
knew when we grew up on our farms. There was one person there 
that you could go to and get fresh slaughtered chickens that still 
had yellow fat instead of white fat. There was one person there. 
    Today there are many, a lot. Now, they’re selling farm-raised 
chickens, and fresh eggs. People are demanding this, and they want 
healthier food.

NBJ: Politicians hear that?
Harkin: They’re hearing it, all right.

NBJ: What do Senators Dick Durbin and Richard Blumenthal 
get wrong about supplements?
Harkin: I’ve considered them friends for a long time. Blumen-
thal and I served on the appropriations committee. I think they 
started off because they had constituents who got harmed by 
some bad supplement. I think in Durbin’s case it was, ephedra. 
We banned it. you can’t get it any more. However, I keep telling 
everybody. Ephedra taken as directed never hurt anybody. It was 
the abuse of it. I always said it’s like aspirin, or ibuprofen, or 
whatever the other one is, acetaminophen. If you take the whole 
bottle at one time, you’re dead. Because of that clamor, I think 
they got sort of involved in that, and they focused more on the 
bad actors. They focus on that rather than the benefits that this 
provides to millions of Americans. The benefits that it provides 
for the structure of a lot of small businesses. Most of the people 
who are in this industry are small businesses—mom-and-pop, 
small stores, here and there, that do a great job. They should be 
encouraged rather than discouraged. I just wish that my friends, 
Blumenthal and Durbin, would put as much effort into getting 
the GMPs out and making sure that we support the good actors 
and the good people who are in this industry.

 

I sort of passed the baton on to 

Martin [Sen. Martin Heinrich].  

I think he’ll be a very, very strong 

supporter on my side of the aisle. 

He’s really healthy, young. He 

could be a good face  

for this industry, I’ll tell you that.
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MILLENNIALS COMPARED TO BOOMER GENERATION ON SENTIMENT TOWARDS 
SHOPPING

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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The millennial enigma
A different relationship to healthcare may explain their trust in supplements

By Dan Fost

What is it about those millennials? 
We know they’re skeptical 

and savvy consumers, but how 
does that help explain their love of supple-
ments and so-called natural products? 

People familiar with the generation of 
Americans in their late teens to their ear-
ly 30s cite a wide variety of reasons behind 
millennials’ behavior. 

They grew up in a digital age, so they’re 
comfortable using technology to get rec-
ommendations and investigate claims, says 
Greg Vodicka, director of client services at 
FutureCast, a consulting and research prac-
tice specializing in what it calls the “Millen-
nial Mindset,” and a sister company to the 
advertising agency Barkley in Kansas City. 

Digital media also gives millennials a 
broad window on the world, making them 
a little more adventurous, Vodicka says. 

“you can imagine what it’s like for 
them, scrolling through their news feeds 
and seeing other places and other people 
having so much bigger, better, artificially 
perfect versions of life,” Vodicka says. “That 

gives them this thirst for adventure. They’re 
craving remarkable experiences, which they 
see as opportunities to create more social 
currency and experiential capital.”

They don’t go on vacation to have a 
break; they go to do something sensational. 
“That’s why they have this love of exper-
imentation,” Vodicka says. “They’ll say: ‘I 
want to see and experience something I ha-
ven’t seen before.’” 

Open to the new
That thirst for exploration and adven-

ture translates into other areas. “They’re 
constantly exploring, trying new things,” 
Vodicka says. “We see that a lot in the culi-
nary space where the meals are going with 
flavor adventures, mixing different cuisines 
and unique flavors, for hybrid palates.”

The same dynamic may be at work with 
supplements, he says. 

“Because they’re so used to having 
all of the answers at their fingertips, 
when a new product is introduced in 
the aisle, or it looks like something ex-

citing that maybe their friends haven’t 
tried, or they can’t find any information 
on the product, that can be a chance to 
explore,” Vodicka says. Not always, he 
adds. “Sometimes that’s going to be a 
big negative. They’ll say, ‘Well, I don’t 
have enough information, so I’m not 
even going there.’”

NBJ Takeaways 
 » Millennials have a different 
relationship with the medical 
establishment than older genera-
tions and are more likely to trust 
supplements and natural solutions

 » Exposed to so many different 
experiences online, they may seek 
novel solutions and be more ad-
venturous in the health strategies 
they try

 » Often lacking adequate health 
insurance, younger people may 
take more personal responsibility 
for their own health
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Reliance and responsibility
Jeff Hilton, co-founder and CMO of 

Brandhive, a full-service brand develop-
ment company in Salt Lake City, sees mil-
lennials as having the desire to take charge 
of their lives. 

“They tend to be much more 
self-care-oriented,” Hilton says. “For the 
most part, they’re very active and maintain 
their health as their responsibility.”

Technology has fueled some of that. 
With wearable devices like the Fitbit, 
millennials can now say, “‘I don’t want 
to go to a doctor and have them tell me 
about my blood pressure. I’ll check my 
own. I’ll see how well I’m sleeping. I’ll 
monitor myself,’” Hiltons says. “They feel 
empowered to take care and assess their 
own health, more so than boomers.”

In addition, he says, “they’re open to 
more alternative types, like naturopaths 
and integrated medical doctors. They’re 
more likely to go to an IMD than an old-
school doctor—someone who understands 
alternative therapies and will not just send 
them home with a new drug.” 

While many people disparage Millen-
nials for their famous attitude of entitle-
ment, Hilton gives it a positive spin. “They 
tend to be more self-reliant,” he says. “They 

just tend to be more confident in their own 
ability. Millennials embrace choice. They 
love having options, so they can have what 
they want, when they want it.” 

Informed choices
Emily Kanter, the second-genera-

tion co-owner of Cambridge Naturals in 
Massachusetts, is 30 years old, a millennial 
herself, and she sees the trend in her store, 
among her peers, and in her own life. 

“A lot of Millennials turn to natu-
ral health care because we can take our 
health into own hands,” she says. “We 
have a strong DIy ethic. We tend to 
what we eat and to our health needs as 
well. We can find a lot of resources on-
line for how to tackle particular health 
conditions and how to feel better in 

general. A lot of great research is easily 
accessible on how to care for your health 
using natural remedies.

“We are digital natives so we have the 

ability to go online and look things up 
quickly,” Kanter adds. “‘Oh good, that herb 
is good for anxiety or depression or sleep 
or eczema.’ We’re a generation that tends 
to take things like our health into our own 
hands because we’re not getting a lot of care 
from the system.” 

Like many millennials, Kanter says she’s 
moved around a lot. “I’ve lived in five different 
places in my adulthood, so I’ve changed doc-
tors several times,” she says. As part of a health 
system, she adds, “you often can’t see your 
doctor. you have to see someone else. Even if 
you are seeing your doctor, they’re asking the 

MILLENNIALS COMPARED TO BOOMER GENERATION ON SENTIMENT  
TOWARDS SUPPLEMENTS

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016
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In the natural food and supplement 

world, Millennials can find plenty of 

people willing to share experiences, both 

in online forums and in the real world.
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same questions over and over again: ‘When’s 
your birthday? Do you smoke? How many 
drinks a week? you’re probably fine.’”

If you ask about an ailment, she says, 
they might run some expensive tests—an-
other issue for millennials. “We’re obvious-
ly facing a health care crisis in our country,” 
Kanter says. “millennials don’t have a ton 
of personal wealth just yet. We don’t have 
health insurance, or it’s just basic.”

Accessible trust
In the natural food and supplement 

world, Millennials can find plenty of peo-
ple willing to share experiences, both in on-
line forums and in the real world. A forum 
on Lyme Disease at Kanter’s shop drew 
a packed house, as people frustrated with 
the medical establishment wanted to learn 
about herbs and foods to deal with painful 
symptoms like chronic fatigue, rheumatoid 
arthritis, brain fog. The leader of the semi-
nar “had a regimen of foods to incorporate,” 
Kanter says, “such as superfoods, herbs, 
antioxidant-rich foods, and proteins and 
carbs that give you energy and stamina to 
get through the day with no antibiotics or 
allopathic solutions,” as well as probiotics 
for people taking antibiotics. 

The Futurecast’s Vodicka confirms that 
Millennials’ willingness to do their own 
research, either online or through friends 
(usually reached via social media), is lead-
ing to a changing relationship with their 
health care provider. 

“We are overwhelmingly seeing Mil-
lennials in general have a trend of self-di-

agnosed situations,” Vodicka says. He lik-
ens it to their retail experience in general: 
When a millennial goes to a shoe store, 
that shopper already knows about different 
styles, colors and sizes, and doesn’t neces-
sarily need a salesperson to guide them. 

Similarly, he says, “because of things 
like WebMD, they’re self-diagnosing their 
family’s ailments,” Vodicka says. They’ll tell 
their doctor what medicine to prescribe. 

“It’s not necessarily a bad thing,” Vod-
icka says. “Doctors 15 years ago would 
likely have said they would love it if peo-
ple would educate themselves more about 
nutrition and health.”

Vodicka says this attitude is not simply 
tied to the availability of that information 
in the new connected world, but also owes 
much to the big events of millennials’ lives. 

Prior generations were shaped by the 
Depression, or World War II, or Vietnam. 
Millennials have come of age in an era that 

saw the Sept. 11 attacks, an unending war 
on terror, a housing crisis, a banking cri-
sis, and problems with health care reform. 
That’s led, Vodicka says, to “a big rejection 
of common institutions: governments, 
health care systems, education systems. 
Professionals, in any industry, are histor-
ically considered experts. This lack of trust 
in institutions means expertise is becom-
ing more volatile than ever. ‘If everyone is 
an expert, who can I really trust?’”

The leading edge
Older millennials are having children, he 

says, and are still following these patterns. 
As they age, Maryellen Molyneaux, 

president and managing partner of the 
Natural Marketing Institute (NMI), 
wrote in an email that they may start buy-
ing more supplements. 

“What we see is that millennials are 
aspirational, they have predisposed de-
sires for natural and organic products,” 
Molyneaux says. 

Until now, that has not yet translated 
into big sales, she says.

“They are more likely to be a segment we 
call ‘Fence Sitters.’ They know what to do, but 
just don’t always do it,” Molyneaux says. “This 
is especially true of trailing edge (younger) 
millennials, whose income is lower and less 
health issues are evident. Leading edge mil-
lennials are more active in their behaviors 

because their income tends to be higher and 
they are also starting to experience more 
health needs, which is one driver of use.”

Whatever drives the trust, or the pur-
chase habits, millennials represent the fu-
ture requirements for brand behavior and 
marketing, for decades to come.

“Because they’re so used to having all of 

the answers at their fingertips,  

when a new product is introduced in the 

aisle, or it looks like something exciting 

that maybe their friends haven’t tried,  

or they can’t find any information on the 

product, that can be a chance to explore,”

—Greg Vodicka, FutureCast

“We’re a generation that tends to 

take things like our health into our 

own hands because we’re not getting 

a lot of care from the system,” 

Emily Kanter, Cambidge Naturals
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Getting Comfortable in  
the Gray Area
Absolutes are a rare commodity in science

By Risa Schulman, TapRoot

Being involved in science can be a 
humbling experience. For many in 
the supplement industry, it can even 

be a frustrating one. Either way, getting 
comfortable with the scientific aspect of 
our work is as necessary as with any oth-
er critical business function that requires 
thoughtful, sometimes hard decisions. In 
supplements, the really hard decisions can’t 
be made until we pierce the veil of that 
mysterious world of science so that we can 
make peace with it, and maybe make some 
profit at the same time.

So, what makes it so hard to figure out 
the science? Could it be that trying to get 
your hands around that “totality of the ev-
idence” is so challenging? Does seeing two 
conflicting meta-analyses make it any eas-
ier? Why does one person tell me my one 
great study is enough while another advisor 
tells me it’s not? And what are we supposed 
to do when yesterday the studies said X is 
good and today’s new study the opposite? 

The key to unraveling the conundrum is 
in understanding that science is empirical 
as opposed to absolute. Let me repeat that. 
Science is empirical, not absolute.

There is, in fact, an absolute truth about 
the way things work—X either does or does 
not support joint health. But we don’t get to 
know that truth. In reality we just convince 
ourselves one way or the other. 

What scientists do to become con-
vinced is to look at the question from a 
number of different angles. If the evidence 
keeps pointing to one reality more and 
more strongly, then we start to believe that 
what we’re seeing in the data is probably 
what’s actually happening. 

Real science in the real world
Lest you think that this is all a bit obsessive 

compulsive, just think about ulcers. All the 
evidence suggested that ulcers were caused by 
stress, right? Then, in 1980, researcher Barry 
Marshall discovered it was caused by the bac-
terium H. pylori. Maybe that explained a few 

anomalies in the previous studies? 
Closer to the supplement world: 15 

years ago, did anybody think our gut played 
a big role in regulating immunity, and by 
microbes that aren’t even a part of our 
body? The microbiome revolution changed 
how we understand the immune and diges-

tive systems, what we look for in studies, 
and what will make a difference for health 
(and we all know our understanding is still 
very much evolving).

Lesson #1: We don’t always understand 
everything, even with the science we’ve 
done (there’s the humbling part).

Lesson #2: Nothing is ever “proven” in sci-
ence. We are just more (or less) strongly con-
vinced and more (or less) far along in under-
standing the real picture. So please, spare me 

the “scientifically proven” claims when there 
are only a handful of recent studies. “Scien-
tifically shown to…” is much more realistic.

Lesson #3:  Every body of scientific liter-
ature is a story that is building itself, piece by 
piece, to an ever stronger or weaker consensus. 

NBJ Takeaways 
 » There are few absolutes in  
science—even gravity is a “theory”

 » Science is constantly evolving  
and conflicting findings  
should expected

 » Not all scientific studies are  
created equal and each should  
be closely evaluated before  
relying on the findings

There is, in fact, an absolute truth about 

the way things work— 

X either does or does not support 

joint health. But we don’t get to know 

that truth. In reality we just convince 

ourselves one way or the other.
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MOST-CITED STUDIES THAT HAVE BEEN RETRACTED AS OF MAY 24TH, 2015

Source: Retractionwatch.com

Most cited studies that have been retracted as of May 24th, 2015

Source: Retractionwatch.com
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Reason and results
So, when looking at the literature at any 

given point in time, we are only seeing a 
snap shot of what is understood now. And 
it is not always so straightforward. 

yes, there is that new study that just 
made it look like everything prior was 
“wrong.” But that study has to be ana-
lyzed closely for quality, the results and 
data need to be understood properly, and 
it all has to be fit into the overall context. 
Of course experts can, and do, disagree 
in their interpretations. The thing to re-
member is that it is the latest piece of the 
puzzle, and it may take time to figure out 
how it adds to the story. Don’t assume that 
latest piece completes the picture. The me-

dia’s reporting of each new study as if it is 
the last word only feeds into the erroneous 
“science is absolute” approach.

And yes, you may get different answers 
about whether your one study is “enough” 

or not, depending on your intended use 
for it, what kind of expert you ask and the 
depth of that expert’s experience. Science 
has no “enough.”

Finally, the totality of the evidence is 
not always clear cut. Sometimes studies 
were poorly done, designed or executed 
or reported in a way that makes them un-
convincing evidence; sometimes data can 
be inconclusive, for many reasons; some-
times study designs are misused (like me-
ta-analyses, which can be very powerful 

or very misleading, depending on what 
data is analyzed); sometimes a few well 
done studies are hard to view in aggregate 
because it’s comparing apples and orang-
es (different intake levels, different study 
populations, different types of ingredi-
ent processing, etc.). And sometimes it’s 
golden, and it all comes together. 

No “last word”
In the end, we must accept living in the 

gray area. The trick is to do our best to pull 
together the strongest scientific support 
and learn to make educated and ethical de-
cisions about what to launch and what to 
say about it. It takes a strong team and a 
concerted effort to get it right.

It’s a lot of effort with a lot of value. Be-
ing prudent will pan out in the long run 
because this is what gaining trust looks like 
when you’re talking about our scientific 
foundations. When you show that you care 
about the truth—the truth about whether 
your product actually works and how you 
convey that—you will come out as one of 
the winners in this game of increasing ac-
countability. And the only way to do that is 
to turn to the science and accept that sci-
ence on its terms, gray areas and all.

Every body of scientific literature is a 

story that is building itself, piece by piece, 

to an ever stronger or weaker consensus. 
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Science sells, until it doesn’t 
Product differentiation via robust research is difficult to communicate,  
and may not be worth it

By Todd Runestad

Scientific research is the backbone of 
the supplements industry. Sales are 
won or lost, whole business enter-

prises soar or crash, based on the depth 
of research validating an ingredient or a 
finished-product formulation. The trick is 
merely to properly communicate the sci-
ence advantage of your product on the lim-
ited real estate of a product label. 

Except when it isn’t. And when you can’t. 
Borrowed science. Blackboard science. 

The PubMed punch-up. Companies saying 

their product is based on science, only the 
ingredient used is a different format than 
the one used in a trial. Or pixie-dust quan-
tities of an ingredient are used that differ 
from the amount used in trials. 

No matter to the savvy marketer. Print 
a bar chart on a label, picture a man in a 
white lab coat on your website and call him 
a doctor, heck just have an anecdote from a 
person who swears she lost 20 pounds in a 
week. Sprinkle in a little aspirational copy 
and watch the sales roll in. 

NBJ Takeaways 
 » Science is essential, but don’t  
expect every study to pay off in sales

 » Smart marketers tell a story that 
includes science but don’t base 
their campaigns on science

 » Companies with good science 
need to make it easily accessible  
to consumers

SUPPLEMENTS HAVE SCIENCE TO BACK UP THEIR CLAIMS

Soucrce: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted January 2016

Supplements Have Science to Back-up Their Claims

Source: NEXT & NBJ Survey conducted Q1 2016
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So the sales driver becomes not science 
but a good story to tell—which may or may 
not be predicated on a blockbuster dou-
ble-blind placebo-controlled human clini-
cal trial. 

“Science is a non-essential brand nu-
trient,” says Anthony Almada, president 
and CEO of Vitargo Global Sciences, 
which produces its namesake 
sports nutrition product, Vi-
targo, backed by four human 
clinicals demonstrating its 
superiority as a sports recov-
ery aid. “We know science is 
not required. It’s relatively 
unimportant. And it is per-
haps trivial. I can think of 
several probiotics that sell a 
lot that have no studies but 
have great marketing.”

A cynical take on supple-
ments, perhaps. After all, vita-
min D took off in 2009 after 
a 2008 where hardly a week 
went by without a publicized 
scientific report extolling the 
benefit on some area of hu-
man physiology. And fish oil 
became a blockbuster only 
after years of positive studies 
showing health benefit on ev-
erything from cardiovascular 
health to brain health. And 
probiotics—everyone knows 
about the research showing 
that a specific bacterial strain 
has had hundreds of research 
studies on it showing effi-
cacy for gut health, immune 
function, cognitive health 
and pretty much every other human health 
condition. Right? 

Almada is not alone in his real-world 
attitude on the intersection of sales and 
science. Bill Sardi started Longevinex, a 
pioneering supplement company based on 
resveratrol. Sardi started the company soon 
after Harvard researcher David Sinclair 
made resveratrol a potential blockbust-
er nutrient with tantalizing life-extension 
properties in a range of life forms from the 

petri dish to a number of animal models. 
Sardi has had studies conducted on Lon-
gevinex, which contains resveratrol but also 
a number of other small molecules. Those 
studies show Longevinex activated nine 
times the calorie-restriction (and hence life 
extension) genes than plain resveratrol. 

The Longevinex website has those study 

results front and center—and remember, 
the FDA and FTC consider websites to 
be one and the same as product labels. Did 
communicating the study results help sales? 

“When Longevinex was referred to as 
‘resveratrol +,’ 31 other brands of resver-
atrol changed the name of their product 
to “resveratrol +” to make it falsely appear 
their brand was the one mentioned by the 
researcher,” says Sardi. “That scientific an-
nouncement did not boost the sales of res-

veratrol pills. Science doesn’t sell.”
Sardi noted that both resveratrol and 

curcumin have more than 8,000 published 
papers, but curcumin is the fourth-best-
selling herbal product while resveratrol is 
not even in the top 100. 

Of course, that is no reason to aban-
don scientific method. Science is a foun-
dational aspect for nutrition, and also for 
natural products in all their forms. Natu-
ral bioactives do not lend themselves quite 
so elegantly to ironclad science as a single 
synthetic chemical constituent in a phar-
maceutical drug. Nutrients are slower-act-
ing, more subtle in their effects. Even so, 
health benefits can sometimes be measured. 
Supplement companies can at least rely on 
watered-down structure/function claims, 
bolstered by wink-wink product names 
that suggest what the real health attribute 
might be. 

From lab to label
Occasionally, but certainly not often, 

an ingredient emerges that has bona fide 
health effects, but star status can be fickle. 
In the case of selenium, a 1996 study pub-
lished in the esteemed mainstream Journal 
of the American Medical Association ( JAMA) 
found patients who took 200mcg/day 
high-selenium yeast had 63 percent fewer 
cases of prostate cancer, 58 percent fewer 
cases of colon or rectal cancers, 46 percent 
fewer lung cancers, and a 50 percent reduc-
tion in all cancers.

The FDA responded by granting seleni-
um a qualified health claim as a cancer fighter. 

Then, in 2011, the Selenium and Vi-
tamin E Cancer Prevention Trial (SE-
LECT) was stopped mid-stream because 
researchers found no benefit and actual 
potential harm from taking the vitamin/
mineral combination. 

The problem was that the SELECT 
study used selenomethionine, not high-se-
lenium yeast. The latter contains selenome-
thionine, but also close to two dozen other 
selenium salts. That full-spectrum matrix 
seems to make all the difference in the 
world—most positive selenium studies 
seem to use the high-selenium yeast. 

Pharma-lite?
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At that level, science is hard to explain, 
much less sell.

“It’s a continual battle,” says Paul Willis, 
president of Cypress Systems, a supplier 
of the SelenoExcell brand of high-sele-
nium yeast. “People eventually ask about 
SELECT. We have a good science base 
related to that. Educating consumers is a 
whole different thing. That’s why we need 
branding partners that say we will help you 
build that message out. That’s a critical rela-
tionship between suppliers and marketers.”

Storytelling
Such partnerships validate the conceit that 

while strong science builds the foundation of a 
product’s success, nothing works quite so well 
as telling the brand story. That marketing in-
cludes, but is not limited to, science. 

“Science is key, it’s at the crux of our 
industry,” says Lauren Clardy, head of Nu-
triMarketing Group, based in California. 
Still, science doesn’t close the sale, she 
notes. “you can have wonderful science and 
R&D, but if you don’t know how to market 
or communicate in the regulatory environ-
ment, you won’t be successful.” 

The trick is communicating science on 
product labels that will inspire a purchase. 
In this day and age, however, purchases are 
not always made in the aisles. Instead, savvy 
supplement consumers research ingredients 

and products beforehand—if nothing else, 
on their phones in the store. That means 
product labels are only the finish line and 
not the full campaign that sells a product. 

“Labels do so much but they can’t do 
everything,” says Jeff Hilton, chief market-
ing officer and co-founder of BrandHive, 
a marketing consultancy based in Utah. 
“Packaging is one element, but so are other 
elements that surround the product. Things 

like infographics that take the science and 
put it into an easily palatable form and is 
remembered by consumers.” 

BrandHive created an entire marketing 

package around the NeuroSci-
ence brand of physician-chan-
nel nutraceutical formulas. This 
included videos, office posters 
and brochures for the waiting 
areas of doctor’s offices.  Hilton 
says the smart labels, which fold 
out perhaps four times in order 
to create more label real estate, 
is a “nice concept, but in reality 
very few consumers use it.”

He says QR codes on prod-
ucts can be useful, but counseled 
that they must go to a specific 
landing page that details the 
specific science, or at least prod-
uct story, for that specific sup-
plement SKU. All too often the 
QR code directs shoppers to the 
company home page, leaving 
consumers to dig around to find 
the specific product and then 
the information about it. 

“you have to send people to 
a concise, mobile-friendly site or 
landing page,” says Hilton. “you 

need to find ways to make the science more 
visible from the get-go, not buried on a sci-
ence page six levels deep.”

Patience, persistence
Almada admits, if begrudgingly, that 

science matters. Still, that is only one part 
of the brand story. And only one part of 
creating a product that sells. 

“It’s a slow build,” says Almada. “Think 
of how long it took glucosamine to get big. 
It didn’t happen overnight. It was cumu-
lative. People need to experience the joint 
pain relief. Experience trumps data, but put 
the two together and that’s blockbuster.”

With a product like energy drinks fea-
turing caffeine as an active ingredient, a 
raft of scientific studies demonstrated en-
hanced performance effects. Consumers, by 
the billions, also know that a cup of coffee 
demonstrates enhanced performance ef-
fects. Data plus experiential effects equals a 
blockbuster product.

Just ask Red Bull.

“You can have wonderful science and 

R&D, but if you don’t know how to 

market or communicate in the regulatory 

environment you, won’t be successful,” 

Lauren Clardy, NutraMarketing Group

Too warm? Too fuzzy?
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Medicine, supplements and science: 
opportunities and realities
Why you need the science, and why you can’t use it

By David Katz, MD, True Health Initiative

In principle, the law that constrains 
the marketing of nutrient supple-
ments in the U.S. is “DSHEA,” or the 

Dietary Supplement Health And Educa-
tion Act (of 1994). In practice, the law 
of unintended consequences may exert an 
even greater influence.

I write this in the immediate after-
math of a meeting with an innovative 
nutrient supplement company for which 
I serve as a scientific adviser. I presented 
to the team some of my priorities for the 
information they make available. They 
gave me a reality check.

For starters, the tone of any marketing 
material matters to me. I do not want to 
see any mention of miracle or wonder. I 
don’t want to see effects promised or re-
sults guaranteed.

But here, I learned, the law is something 
of a problem. Among the salient stipula-
tions of DSHEA is that supplements can-
not be marketed to “treat” anything. Niacin 
can still be a nutrient if it “supports healthy 
metabolism.” But if it treats hypertriglycer-
idemia (which it does), then it is a drug.

That sounds reasonable in principle: nu-
trients support general health, drugs treat 

diseases. But the reality is that nutrients 
and botanicals overlap substantially with 
drugs. Niacin is both a drug and a B vi-
tamin. Coenzyme Q10, a product that in 
many ways epitomizes the divide between 
pharmaceuticals and alternatives to them, 
is a nutrient widely distributed in plants, 
and also, potentially one of the more signif-
icant treatment advances for heart failure 
of the past decade. Say that CoQ10 “treats” 
heart failure, however, and you run afoul of 
DSHEA, and face penalties.

What ensues? Marketing hype. If you 
happen to be marketing a nutrient that 
seems to be quite effective for treating 
something in particular, you are not al-
lowed to say so. But when you can’t say the 
very thing that you want to say, and that 
customers need to know, you are left to gild 
the lily. Marketing of supplements thus of-
ten involves a great deal of language in the 
service of sales that tends to make me, and I 
presume most of my colleagues, wince.

you can’t very well whisper and be heard 
where everyone else is shouting, so the re-
sult is something of a marketing hype arms 
race. This, of course, has the potential to 
confuse the public about likely effects, and 
dissuade health care professionals from giv-
ing nutrient supplements any consideration 
at all, a reaction that has been on rather 
prominent display in recent years. Anyone 
marketing a supplement, however sound, 
sensible and science-based, must compete 
in this noisy space.

Once I get past that initial impression, 
my interest turns to the underlying sci-
ence. I, and my colleagues, want to see the 
relevant evidence. I want to know if the 
components of the formulation have been 
studied, and if so, I would like easy access 
to those references. I would like to know 
if the formulation itself has been studied. 
If those data are not yet available, I want 
to know if such studies are under way, or 

planned. If so, I would like information 
about those plans.

And, of course, if the company cannot 
provide such substantiation, I am apt to 
think it doesn’t exist.

Once again, however, the law of un-
intended consequences is at work. Con-
sider, for instance, if a supplement maker 
uses the results of a randomized, dou-
ble-blind, placebo-controlled trial of os-
teoarthritis to incorporate a compound 
found to be effective into its “joint for-
mula.” Including reference to that trial, 
anywhere in their marketing material or 
on their website, is taken by regulators as 
a claim that their product “treats” osteo-
arthritis, which violates DSHEA. Rath-
er than risk such sanctions, supplement 
makers don’t reference the studies.

This is a serious impasse. Doctors need 
studies to inform their decisions, and in the 
case of nutrient supplement makers, those 
tend to be the very studies they can’t share. 
No one does, and no one should, run studies 
of vague “support for metabolism.” While 
DSHEA encourages such vague language, 
the considerable investment of a clinical 
trial requires perfectly clear outcomes and 
decisive measures. Those, in turn, translate 
to treatment, which cannot be implied. So 
supplement makers can, and at times do, 
have a bounty of good evidence to support 
a particular product, yet be precluded from 
letting anybody know.

Of course, some supplements that don’t 
work at all are marketed very successfully. 
This is a domain of both baby and bathwa-
ter —and differentiating is essential. That 
is true of pharmaceuticals too, by the way.

It is the job of health care professionals 
to help patients differentiate. To do so, we 
need the very information nutrient supple-
ment makers are precluded, for the most 
part, from sharing—in the land of the law 
of unintended consequences.
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2016 Reports will include: 
• 2016 NBJ Global Supplement Report
• 2016 NBJ Direct to Consumer Report
• 2016 NBJ Supplement Report 
• 2016 NBJ Sports Nutrition and Weight Loss Report
• 2016 NBJ Raw Material and Ingredient Supply Report

MARKET RESEARCH REPORTS

NBJ is offering a Digital Subscription package for $1395.

This package includes:
• Daily NBJ Subscriber content on newhope360.com 
• Access to 5 years of NBJ Back Issues 
• PDF of Monthly Issue 
•  10% discount in the Online Store including data charts, 

market research reports, and company profiles.

(10 issues per year including 2 double issues)

EDITORIAL CALENDAR

January/February Double Issue A look back at 2015

March The Awards Issues

April The State of Supplements

May/June Trust and Science

July Sports Nutrition and Weight Loss

August Condition Specific

September Ingredient Innovation

October New Supply Chain/Food Tech Issue

November Functional Food/Personalized Medicine

December The Retail Issue

2016

High-level Analysis and Business Intelligence for Industry Decision-makers Nutrition 
Business Journal’s market research reports provide business intelligence and thought 
leadership to all levels of the nutrition industry. Each report is exhaustively researched by 
our staff of industry experts and presents an analysis of markets, trends, competition and 
strategy in the U.S. and Global nutrition industry.
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